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Abstract

Classically, Business Intelligence (BI) supports analyses based on data stored in a
Data Warehouse (DW). A DW is regularly updated by the integration of operational
data. Nowadays, the business world is changing constantly; companies are in a highly
competitive environment. Decision-makers need complementary points of view by
including in an analysis additional data which have not yet been integrated in a DW.
The Web of data can remarkably enhance BI with new opportunities of analyses on
large amounts of valuable data with formally defined semantics. In the era where
data are published and updated in a constantly increasing rate, it is difficult, if not
impossible, for a centralized stationary repository to keep up the pace of rapidly
changing sources.

Our aim is to support well-informed and efficient decision-making by providing
appropriate data to decision-makers. Data are considered appropriate if they (i)
include enough information to provide an overall perspective and (ii) contain only
information required by decision-makers. To do so, we propose a data unification
solution, named Unified Cube, which blends together as many appropriate data as
possible from DWs and the Web of Data. A Unified Cube does not integrate all
data in a centralized stationary repository through processes of data integration and
update. Instead, it provides a business-oriented view which is both independent of
and compatible with multiple sources at both schema and instance levels. Meanwhile,
data expire and become useless for analyses over time. A Unified Cube is designed
to be flexible enough to include only data required by decision-makers. To do so, we
apply reduction to Unified Cubes. The reduction progressively removes Unified Cube
elements which are no longer involved in analyses.

We propose a decision-support process enabling analyses on Unified Cubes in a
user-friendly manner. During analyses, decision-makers only interact with business-
oriented concepts in a Unified Cube. Our proposed decision-support process auto-
matically (i) extracts appropriate data from multiple sources and (ii) produces one
analysis result including all extracted data to prepare a business dashboard.

To illustrate the feasibility and the benefit of our proposal, we carry out some
experimental assessments based on real-world data and benchmarks. We validate
the feasibility of our proposed process of building a Unified Cube and measure the
improvement of querying efficiency in Unified Cube after data reduction. We also
develop some prototypes to show the feasibility and the advantage of our decision-
making process supporting on-the-fly analyses on Unified Cubes before and after data
reduction.





Résumé

Classiquement, l’aide à la décision (Business Intelligence - BI) supporte l’analyse
décisionnelle basée sur des données stockées dans un Entrepôt de Données (ED). Un
ED est régulièrement mis à jour par l’intégration des données opérationnelles. De nos
jours, le monde de l’entreprise évolue de manière constante, cela se manifeste par un
environnement commercial hautement compétitif. Les décideurs ont besoin de points
de vue complémentaires en incluant dans une analyse des données supplémentaires qui
n’ont pas encore été intégrées dans un ED. Le Web des données peut considérablement
enrichir la prise de décision en fournissant de nouvelles possibilités d’analyse sur de
grandes quantités de données dont la sémantique est formellement définie. A l’ère
où les données sont publiées et mises à jour de manière constante et rapide, il est
difficile, voire impossible, pour un processus d’intégration et de rafraichissement de
gérer les évolutions de sources de manière synchronisée.

Notre objectif est de supporter une prise de décision bien formée et efficiente en
fournissant des données aussi adéquates que possible aux décideurs. Les données sont
considérées comme adéquates si elles (i) incluent des informations suffisamment riches
pour fournir une perspective globale et (ii) contiennent uniquement les informations
demandées par les décideurs. Pour ce faire, nous proposons une solution d’unification
de données, nommée Cube Unifié, qui unit autant de données adéquates que possible
provenant des ED et du Web des données. Un Cube Unifié n’intègre pas toutes les
données dans un répertoire centralisé et figé. En revanche, il fournit une vue orientée
métier de multiples sources à la fois indépendantes et compatibles entre elles aussi
bien au niveau du schéma qu’au niveau des instances. D’autre part, les données
expirent au fil du temps et deviennent inutiles pour les analyses. Un Cube Unifié est
suffisamment flexible pour inclure uniquement les données requises par les décideurs.
Pour ce faire, nous appliquons le principe de réduction de données aux Cubes Unifiés.
Il consiste à agréger et supprimer progressivement des données détaillées qui ne sont
plus impliquées dans les analyses.

Nous proposons une approche permettant d’effectuer des analyses décisionnelles
sur un Cube Unifié de manière conviviale. Au cours des analyses, les décideurs
n’interagissent qu’avec des concepts orientés métier dans un Cube Unifié. Automa-
tiquement, notre approche (i) extrait des données adéquates provenant de multiples
sources et (ii) produit un seul résultat d’analyse incluant toutes les données extraites
pour préparer un tableau de bord métier.

Pour illustrer la faisabilité, l’intérêt et les avantages de notre proposition, nous
effectuons des expérimentations basées sur des données réelles et des bancs d’essai.
Nous étudions l’efficience du processus que nous avons proposé pour construire un
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Cube Unifié. Nous évaluons aussi l’amélioration de l’efficacité de l’interrogation dans
un Cube Unifié après la réduction. Nous développons également des prototypes per-
mettant de traiter des analyses à la volée sur des Cubes Unifiés avant et après la
réduction.
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Chapter I

Introduction

In nowadays’ constantly evolving business context, decision-makers must have access
to the company’s business data at any time to obtain a clear picture. Since the
1990s, Business Intelligence (BI) has been providing methods, models, techniques,
and tools to collect, extract, and analyze business data during decision-making pro-
cesses [WW10; CDN11]. However, well-informed decision-making requires not only
business data from inside a company but also other data from outside a company. BI
is currently reinventing itself in the context of a society of information where data
play an important role [Ula+12].

The International Data Corporation predicts the global data volume will double
every two years and reach up to 40 trillion gigabytes in 2020 [GR12]. The phenomenon
is known as Big Data which refers to large amounts of data with high velocity and
high-variety. The emerging paradigm of Big Data provides new analysis possibilities
which will bring about a thorough reform of the current BI.

One of the first research axes on the combination of BI with Big Data consists of in-
tegrating web data in decision-making [Zor+12]. The concept of BI 2.0 is introduced
to envision a new generation of BI enhanced by web-based content [TM12]. In this
context, the convergence of traditional BI data management and analytics systems
with other techniques (e.g. open-source technologies and commodity hardwares) pro-
vides an effective way to address Big Data analytics. The term of Big Data analytics
describes techniques supporting analyses on datasets which are so large and complex
that they require advanced data storage and analytics technologies [CCS12].

This Ph.D thesis falls within this context. Specifically, we intend to introduce
the Web of data into the new generation of BI for both modeling and decision-
making. The term ofWeb of data refers to a set of web-based interconnected data with
machine-readable semantics. The combination of BI and the Web of data is undoubt-
edly beneficial for well-informed and efficient decision-making [Lab+15; CCS12]. Dur-
ing analyses, business data provide answers to closed-ended questions about "when"
and "where" an event occurred, e.g. "when did the company’s turnover reach one
million euros", "where did the company sell the most products". Meanwhile, web
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data can provide answer to open-ended questions about "how" and "why" an event
happened, e.g. "how customers’ reviews influence the company’s turnover", "why the
sales of a product decrease in 2017". In this way, decision-makers can obtain an
overall perspective during decision-making.

In the remainder of this chapter, we identify two obstacles in the way of enhancing
BI with the Web of data. Then, we outline our research’s contributions.

1 Problem Statement

Classically, BI requires cleansing and storing data in a centralized stationary reposi-
tory through processes of integration and update. Nowadays, we witness an explosive
growth in the amount of web data that are produced and updated everywhere and
at any time. In 2017, nearly 150 billion records are accessible on the Web of data1.
Dealing with such a huge amount of web data is beyond the ability of one centralized
repository - not to mention integrating rapidly changing web data into a stationary
repository can hardly be synchronized with changes in sources.

Meanwhile, larges amounts of data have been around for decades in most big com-
panies. Information overload (also known as infobesity) brings challenges to effective
decision-making. Companies keep struggling to deal with historic data accumulated
in their decision support systems. However, as mentioned in a white paper of Infor-
matica2, over eighty-five percent of data are inactive, since they are neither queried
nor updated since their integration into a repository. Generally, detailed data are
essential for analyses covering a recent period, while aggregated data are generally
enough for analyses involving an old temporal interval [WB07; IP11]. Even though
data do not keep the same informative value over time, all data are kept in a perma-
nent way. Consequently, the huge amount of data slows down query execution, not
to mention that decision-makers may easily get lost while encountering all detailed
data during analyses.

2 Manuscript Organization

Facing the numerous above-mentioned opportunities and challenges, this Ph.D re-
search lays emphasis on supporting well-informed decision-making by providing as
many appropriate data as possible to decision-makers. To do so, we propose a
business-oriented model with a design approach which allows representing and manag-
ing both business data and web data. Our proposed model relies on a data unification

1http://stats.lod2.eu/
2https://www.informatica.com/content/dam/informatica-com/global/amer/us/collateral/white-

paper/data-warehouse-archiving_white-paper_7082.pdf
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solution without storing all data in a centralized repository. Based on our model, we
propose an approach to support decision-making on business data and web data in
an on-demand fashion.

The manuscript is organized as follows:

• first, we present preliminary concepts in the BI and the Web of Data domains.
We also study the representative work which aims at enabling well-informed
and effective decision-making (cf. chapter II);

• second, we propose the conceptual modeling of our proposed model as well as
its schema design approach (cf. chapter III);

• third, we propose an process which supports analyses on both business data
and web data in a user-friendly manner (cf. chapter IV);

• at last, we validate the feasibility and study the efficiency as well as the benefits
of our proposals (cf. chapter V).
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Chapter II

Research Background

Well-informed and effective decision-making relies on appropriate data for business
analyses. Data are considered appropriate if they (i) include enough information to
provide an overall perspective to decision-makers and (ii) contain only information
required by decision-makers. In the scientific literature, numerous researches show
the convergence of the BI domain and the Web of data field is beneficial for decision-
making: the BI offers powerful tools for analyzing large amounts of data, while the
Web of data includes much valuable information to enrich business analyses [TN08;
Zor+12; AC14; BBB16; GR18]. The combination of the BI and the Web of data
domains consists of one promising solution for providing appropriate data to decision-
makers.

In this chapter, we first present preliminary concepts in the fields of BI and Web of
Data. Then, we study the representative work related to data integration whose objec-
tive is to provide as many data as possible by merging data from multiple sources. At
last, we study the representative work related to data reduction which aims at keep-
ing only useful data for analyses by selectively deleting undesired data. To highlight
the main characteristics, advantages, and drawbacks of existing work, we propose a
classification of related work and define multiple comparison criteria.

1 Business Intelligence and Data Warehouses

Business Intelligence (BI) is not a new concept. The term intelligence has been
employed in the field of artificial intelligence since the 1950s. It became a popular
research topic in the 1990s. The term of BI refers to a set of methods, models,
techniques, and tools used for collecting, extracting and analyzing data to support
decision-making processes [WW10; CDN11]. Data are stored in a repository known
as Data Warehouses (DWs). A DW is a subject oriented, integrated, historized,
non-volatile, and summarized data collection which is used for querying and business
analyses. An Extract, Transform and Load (ETL) process is used to integrate and
update data materialized in a DW from inside a company.
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Among different types of DWs, multidimensional DWs (also known as On-Line
Analytical Processing (OLAP) DWs) have been a specific research topic for over a
decade. The concept of multidimensional DWs was firstly proposed by the authors of
[CCS93]. The work provides solutions for creating, managing, analyzing and reporting
large amounts of data in an interactive way. According to the survey in [CDN11], the
star schema modeling [Kim96] is widely adopted by most decision support systems.
At the conceptual level, a star schema organizes data according to analysis subjects
(i.e. facts) and analysis axes (i.e. dimensions). A fact includes a set of numeric
indicators (i.e. measures), while a dimension contains a set of analytical granularities
(i.e. levels). At the logical level, a star schema can be transformed into different types
of models such as Multidimensional OLAP, Relational OLAP, and Hybrid OLAP. At
the physical level, a star schema can be implemented in different ways, as long as
the implementation conforms to the twelve evaluation rules defined by the authors of
[CCS93], such as multidimensionality, transparency, accessibility, etc.

The author of [Kim98] points out that the main advantages of multidimensional
model lie in its simplicity and understandability. Multidimensional models can fa-
cilitate the tasks of analyzing large amounts of data fully controlled by a company.
Multidimensional analyses consists of aggregating data (i.e. Drilldown and Rollup),
filtering analysis results (i.e. Slice and Dice) and changing analysis axes (i.e. Pivot)
[Rav+08].

2 Big Data, Web of data and Linked Open Data

Nowadays, the amount of data is increasing more and more rapidly. Ninety percent of
the data in the whole world are under two years old [SIN13]. The annual growth rate
averages about 50% and peaks at 88% [Yaq+16]. The International Data Corporation
predicts that, by 2020, the total volume will have reached 40 Zettabyte (i.e. 3.2×1014

Gigabytes). This phenomenon is known as Big Data. It is defined by the research
and advisory firm Gartner as follows:

Big data is high-volume, high-velocity and/or high-variety information as-
sets that demand cost-effective, innovative forms of information processing
that enable enhanced insight, decision making, and process automation.

In recent years, the three Vs features (Volume, Velocity, and Variety) of Big Data
have been completed with two additional Vs: veracity and value. The five Vs features
indicate Big Data are not just about large amounts of data. Effective use of Big Data
requires handing successfully all five Vs features.

Among all sources of Big Data, the Web has become one of the largest global data
spaces where large amounts of data are produced every day, every hour, even every
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second. Notably, for the last few years, Semantic Web (SW) technologies have been
converting the Web of documents into the Web of data where data are published in
machine-readable formats and linked to other related data semantically. SW stan-
dards have been adopted by more and more data providers. A Web of inter-connected
and publicly available data has gradually but inevitably taken shape, known as Linked
Open Data (LOD).

Tim Berners-Lee pointed out four principles that LOD should follow: use Uni-
form Resource Identifiers (URI) to identify object; use HyperText Transfer Protocol
(HTTP) to facilitate searching for objects by human-beings; use the Resource De-
scription Framework (RDF1) format as a standard to provide descriptive information
about an object; link URIs to others in order to connect individual data into a data
web.

According to [BLHL+01], LOD should present human knowledge through struc-
tured collections of information and sets of inference rules. The basic data model uses
RDF vocabulary. Simple statements about resources are expressed through named
properties and values. Resources described by RDF are not necessarily retrievable
on the web, they can be anything with an unique identity, from physical objects to
abstract concepts [McB04].

A Triple Store allows storing RDF data. The set of statements in an RDF Triple
Store is composed of URIs, blank nodes and literals. A RDF triple refers to subject,
predicate and object: a subject is a web resource identified by a URI or a blank
node; an object can be a web resource or a literal that possesses a primitive value; a
predicate is a binary relationship connecting a subject with an object. RDF triples
can be queried through the SPARQL language2.

In a nutshell, comparing to traditional web technologies which focus mainly on
data representation, the Web of data puts a higher value on providing machine-
readable LOD about web resources and relationships between resources. The LOD
paradigm becomes one approach standardized by the W3C to cope with Big Data. It
utilizes common vocabularies and a set of interpretation constraints (inferring rules)
to publish data with formal, explicit semantics. The authors of [Sha+12; SBP14]
point out multidimensional LOD are particularly of interest from the business analysis
perspective, since they describe analysis subjects with analysis axes and cover broad
areas such as social networking, government, geography and so on.

1https://www.w3.org/RDF/
2https://www.w3.org/TR/rdf-sparql-query/
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3 Data Integration

Disparate data silos from different sources make decision-making difficult and tedious
[WJ16]. To provide decision-makers with an overall perspective during business anal-
yses, an effective and efficient data integration strategy is needed. In accordance with
our research context, we focus on work related to the integration of multidimensional
data from DWs and LOD datasets. Existing work rely on processes of data integration
and update to gather all data from multiple sources together, so that decision-makers
can carry out business analyses based on one centralized data repository (cf. figure
II.1). We classify current researches into three categories.

Figure II.1: Classical data integration approaches

• ETL-based approaches focus on the integration and update process. Related
work consists of extracting and transforming LOD from the Web before loading
them in a multidimensional database, like a DW;

• SW modeling approaches focus on the centralized data repository. Related
work proposes new modeling vocabularies to represent data in multidimensional
LOD formats. Standardized mapping languages are used by the integration and
update process to centralize all data in one repository.

• Unified modeling approaches investigate both the centralized data repository
and the integration and update process. Related work provides generic data
representation blending together multidimensional data from both DWs and
LOD datasets. Integration and update processes compatible with the proposed
data representation are also proposed.

In accordance with the five Vs features of Big Data [HJ13], we propose five criteria
to evaluate work related to data integration. Each criterion is evaluated according to
three scales, namely low, medium, and high.

• Facing the large Volume of Big Data, the scalability criterion measures the
capacity of handling large amounts of data. A data integration strategy with
high scalability can process large amounts of data in polynomial time.

• Facing the high Velocity of Big Data, the freshness criterion measures the
capacity of reacting to changes in data sources. A data integration strategy
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guaranteeing high data freshness allows continuously updating data and thus
providing up-to-date data to decision-makers during analyses.

• Facing the high Variety of Big Data, the flexibility criterion measures the
capacity of integrating new data sources. A data integration strategy with high
flexibility facilitates integration of additional sources.

• Since not all information is Valuable for decision-making, the suitability cri-
terion measures the conformity of data structure to multidimensional analyses.
A data integration strategy with high suitability facilitates non-expert users’
analysis tasks by organizing data in a multidimensional structure.

• Since the Veracity of Big Data varies from one source to another, the selectivity
criterion measures the capacity of gathering only data that a decision-maker
trusts and wants. A data integration strategy with high selectivity unifies only
the data required for business analyses by taking decision-makers’ needs into
consider.

3.1 ETL-based approaches

Extract, Transform and Load (ETL) processes are widely used to populate DWs in
three steps: (i) extract appropriate data from sources, (ii) transform data in the
proper format and structure, and (iii) load data into a target DW. With the arrival of
LOD, the BI community intuitively treated LOD as external data sources that should
be integrated in a DW through ETL processes. The obtained multidimensional DW
is used as a centralized repository of semi-structured data, web resources, domain
ontology concepts, and semantic annotations [SBD13; Bou+08]. Decision-makers
can use classical DW analysis tools to analyze LOD stored in a DW.

3.1.1 Discussion of related work

The authors of [RA07] were the first to propose a semi-automatic approach to define
a multidimensional DW from one domain ontology. Three steps are defined to extract
multidimensional concepts in an ontology: (i) the first step determines potential facts
by looking for concepts associated with the most dimensions and measures; (ii) the
second step finds the lowest levels linked to facts by drilling down on each associ-
ated dimensions, and (iii) the third step looks for aggregation paths on dimensions
by following part-whole relationships in ontologies. No implementation justifies the
feasibility of the proposed ETL process. In the conclusion, the authors are optimistic
on the scalability of their proposal by envisioning the creation of an giant DW from
the whole Web of data. However, the proposed ETL process works only with one
domain ontology. In real-world applications, valuable information is probably found
not in one but several domain ontologies.
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The authors of [Neb+09] extend the work of [RA07] by reconciling concepts from
multiple domain ontologies. The proposed ETL process produces a semi-structured
data repository, named Semantic Data Warehouse, which stores concepts from one or
several domain ontologies. Techniques of ontology matching are used to manage over-
lapping concepts from different sources. The authors recognize two main drawbacks
of their proposal: (i) it does not easily scale and (ii) data in a Semantic Data Ware-
house become outdated due to changes in sources. Their following research [NB10]
provide an alternative to solve the scalability issue through indexing techniques.

The authors of [DNHP15] propose a semi-automatic ETL process to build a Seman-
tic Data Warehouse from both warehoused data and concepts from domain ontologies.
Their proposed Semantic Data Warehouse takes the form of an ontology which should
be manually defined by a user. Data from different sources are extracted and trans-
formed into RDF triples before being loaded in the Semantic Data Warehouse. Some
experimental assessments are carried out to evaluate the performance of the proposed
ETL process.

The above-mentioned ETL processes rely on intermediate ontologies (already ex-
isting or manually built). The authors of [KH11] propose a direct ETL process based
on mappings without using ontology. The proposed ETL process is compatible with
LOD following a W3C standard modeling vocabulary for statistical data (i.e. RDF
Data Cube Vocabulary, which will be discussed in the next section). However, due to
the incomplete multidimensional structure of the statistical data model, the obtained
DW does not include all multidimensional features.

3.1.2 Analysis of related work

We analyze work related to ETL approaches according to the previously defined five
comparison criteria.

First, the extraction stage takes decision-makers’ analysis needs into account. It
extracts only useful data for analyses from sources. The selectivity of all ETL-based
work is high.

Second, the transformation stage converts structureless and semi-structured data
into a multidimensional format. The suitability of most ETL-based work is high.

At last, the loading stage materializes highly dynamic LOD in a stationary DW.
Most problems are found in this stage. Specifically, most work pays little attention
to the scalability of the obtained Semantic Data Warehouse. The authors of [KH11]
acknowledge the scalability issue is only partially studied in the current work. Only
the work [NB10] uses some basic indexing techniques to manage large amounts of
materialized LOD in DWs. Moreover, the existing work is inclined to the creation
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rather than the maintenance of a Semantic Data Warehouse. No effective technique
is proposed to guarantee the freshness of warehoused LOD. At last, most work re-
quires an intermediate ontology before integrating any new source. Such ontologies
rarely exist and thus often need to be manually built. Even though the ETL process
proposed in [KH11] does not rely on any intermediate ontology, it requires creating
mappings for all instances between a data source and a target DW. Therefore, the
overall flexibility of the ETL-based work is low.

Table II.1 provides a summary of ETL-based approaches proposed in related work.

Table II.1: Comparison of ETL-based approaches

scalability freshness flexibility suitability selectivity
[RA07] low low low high high
[Neb+09; NB10] medium low low high high
[DNHP15] low low low high high
[KH11] low low medium medium high

Figure II.2: Overview of the ETL-based approaches

Figure II.2 provides a graphical summary of work in table II.1 according to the
five comparison criteria. All proposed ETL processes allow selectively integrating
LOD which are relevant to business analyses in a DW. The multidimensional struc-
ture of warehoused LOD allows reusing existing DW analysis tools. However, loading
rapidly changing LOD into a DW goes against the highly dynamic nature of web data.
Updating warehoused LOD in real-time is not yet fully automatic and quite time-
consuming [PM11]. Since decision-makers require up-to-date data during business
analyses [PCD15], future works should improve the data freshness in the ETL-based
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approaches. Moreover, related work shows little concern to the scalability of the ma-
terialized LOD in a DW. Few discussions can be found about how a ETL process can
effectively integrates and updates large amounts of LOD. At last, how to integrate
new sources seems to attract few attentions, which results in low flexibility. In to-
day’s highly dynamic context where large amounts of data are constantly published
and updated, current ETL-based approaches do not provide effective and efficient
solutions to unify warehoused data with LOD.

3.2 SW modeling approaches

Data in the SW field are modeled in the form of RDF triples. Numerous SW mod-
eling vocabularies (e.g. skos3 and foaf4) have been proposed to fix common terms
describing data in a semantically consistent way. Since multidimensional models
have been proven successful in supporting complex business analyses [Rav+08], the
SW community introduces new modeling vocabularies to semantically describe the
multidimensionality of data. Through SW modeling vocabularies, warehoused data
can be represented in the form of RDF triples and, theoretically, be blended with
LOD in one dataset.

3.2.1 Discussion of related work

Among the proposed modeling vocabularies, the RDF Data Cube Vocabulary (QB)5 is
the current W3C standard to publish multidimensional statistical data. A QB dataset
includes a set of qb:Observation (close to the definition of fact in the DW terminology)
describing a qb:MeasureProperty (i.e. measure) with related qb:DimensionProperty
(i.e. dimensions). A qb:DimensionProperty includes a set of skos:Concept (close to
the definition of attribute in the DW terminology). The authors [KOH15] carry out
multidimensional analyses over QB datasets. Translations between SPARQL queries
and four multidimensional analysis operations (Projection, Slice, Dice and Rollup)
are discussed in this work. It is worth noticing that unlike the hierarchical definition
of DW dimensions, a QB dimension is a non-hierarchical concept. All attributes on
a QB dimension are associated with one unique analytical granularity (i.e. level)
within one hierarchy. Due to this limit, the authors fail to support analyses involving
multiple hierarchies within a dimension. To overcome this drawback, extensions of
the QB vocabulary are needed to include more multidimensional features.

In [EV12a], the authors introduce a new multidimensional modeling vocabulary
named Open Cube. Open Cube allows describing the complete multidimensional struc-
ture. An algorithm is proposed to automate the translation of the rollup operation

3https://www.w3.org/2004/02/skos/
4http://xmlns.com/foaf/spec/
5http://www.w3.org/TR/vocab-data-cube
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into SPARQL queries for Open Cube datasets. However, Open Cube is a specific
modeling vocabulary which is not compatible with the standardized QB vocabulary.
Data already published in the QB format cannot be represented through Open Cube,
and vice versa.

To ensure the compatibility with the QB vocabulary, a modeling vocabulary must
include the existing multidimensional structure of QB. To describe the complete mul-
tidimensional structure, some QB classes and properties must be extended. Following
these two principles, the authors of [EV12b] and [EVZ14] propose the QB4OLAP vo-
cabulary by adding more multidimensional features to QB, such as multiple levels
organized within multiple hierarchies on a dimension, aggregation functions associ-
ated with measures. Some algorithms are proposed to automate the translation from
a conceptual DW model into a QB4OLAP model. This work also describes how a
relational DW can be transformed into QB4OLAP dataset through a W3C standard
mapping language RDB to RDF Mapping Language6. However, the authors only
discuss how a QB4OLAP dataset can be queried through the SPARQL language.
No information is provided about if a QB4OLAP dataset can support more complex
multidimensional analysis operations.

[STT13] describe a multidimensional data model by blending together QB, SKOS7

and RDFs vocabularies. The proposed data model supports complex hierarchy mod-
eling, it allows associating a child level with a nonadjacent parent level by skipping
some intermediate levels within the same hierarchy. The authors also show how mul-
tidimensional analysis operations are translated into SPARQL queries based on the
proposed data model. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work address-
ing the issue about multidimensional analyses in a complete multidimensional model
formalized in standard SW vocabularies.

3.2.2 Analysis of related work

We analyze work related to SW modeling approaches according to the previously
defined five comparison criteria.

First, all work only focuses on including the most multidimensional features in the
modeling vocabulary. No technique is proposed to deal with large amounts of data.
The scalability of SW modeling work is low.

Second, most work [KOH15; EV12a; STT13] consists of describing the multidimen-
sional structure of data without materialization. By supporting on-the-fly querying of
data, the freshness of data presented to decision-makers is guaranteed during analyses.
Only the work [EV12b; EVZ14] requires loading warehoused data into a QB4OLAP

6https://www.w3.org/TR/r2rml/
7https://www.w3.org/TR/skos-reference/.
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dataset through mappings. Therefore, it is more difficult to keep up-to-date data
once warehoused data are loaded in a LOD dataset. Except for the work [EV12b;
EVZ14], the freshness of most work is high.

Third, the work [KOH15; EV12a; STT13] applies modeling vocabularies only to
a LOD dataset. No information is provided about whether the proposed vocabulary
is flexible enough to include warehoused data. The authors of [EV12b; EVZ14] use
mappings to integrate warehoused data in a target LOD dataset. Yet, they provide
no information about their proposal’s compatibility with data from multiple sources.
The overall flexibility is low.

Forth, except the work [KOH15] which is based on QB, the other work supports
the complete multidimensional features and thus produces a well-structured dataset
for business analyses. The suitability for multidimensional analyses is globally high.

At last, none of the proposed modeling vocabulary supports partial integration of
data source in a target dataset. Therefore, decision-makers cannot blend together
data from different sources according to their needs. The overall selectivity is low.

Table II.2 provides a summary of SW modeling approaches proposed in related
work.

Table II.2: Comparison of SW modeling approaches

scalability freshness flexibility suitability selectivity
[KOH15] low high low medium low
[EV12a] low high low high low
[EV12b; EVZ14] low medium medium high low
[STT13] low high low high low

Figure II.3 provides a graphical summary of work in table II.2 according to the
five comparison criteria. By enabling on-the-fly querying, the proposed SW modeling
vocabularies provide up-to-date data to decision-makers during analyses. Moreover,
related work tries to include as many multidimensional features as possible. Conse-
quently, a dataset published in a SW modeling vocabulary is well suitable for business
analyses. The main drawbacks lie in the low scalability, the low selectivity and the
low flexibility. Like the ETL-based approaches, the scalability is ignored by most
work in the SW modeling approaches. More studies are needed to (i) evaluate perfor-
mance of queries applied to modeling vocabularies and (ii) compare alternatives for
implementing large amounts of data in SW modeling vocabularies. In addition, all
proposed modeling vocabularies consist of representing the entire dataset according
to a multidimensional structure. A selective integration technique is needed to enable
decision-makers to specify useful parts of data sources for their analyses. At last, one
major shortcoming consists of the incapacity of adopting various data sources. Two
steps are needed to improve the flexibility: (i) make the proposed modeling vocabu-
lary compatible with warehoused data as well as LOD and (ii) propose techniques for
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Figure II.3: Overview of the SW modeling approaches

managing data from multiple sources. Without solution to the above-mention prob-
lems, current SW modeling approaches is not suitable for blending large amounts of
data from DWs and LOD datasets together.

3.3 Unified modeling approaches

Data models are designed to represent heterogeneous data. To unify data from sources
of different types, new modeling solutions are needed to (i) provide an overall repre-
sentation of data and (ii) manage relationships between heterogeneous data. An ideal
unified modeling would be generic enough to be both independent of and compatible
with multiple data sources.

3.3.1 Discussion of related work

The authors of [Abe+13] envision a multidimensional model, named Fusion Cube,
in which an internal database is gradually extended by fusing with external data,
especially data from the Web. The objective of Fusion Cube is to enable self-service
BI, i.e. decision-makers can independently exploit and extract new data from exter-
nal sources, chosen data are automatically integrated in a Fusion Cube. Research
directions and challenges are discussed with regard to cross-source querying, external
data integration and update, adaptive ETL process according to users’ needs, and
efficient data storage.
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The authors of [Abe+15] outline a new multidimensional model, named exploratory
OLAP, which enhances traditional OLAP by using SW technologies. The objective
of exploratory OLAP is similar to Fusion Cube: supporting user-guided data discov-
ery and acquisition of both internal warehoused data and external Web data. With
regard to data integration and update processes, the authors propose the concept of
Extract, Transform and Query (ETQ). ETQ ignores the loading stage in ETL pro-
cesses and avoids full integration of all data in a stationary repository. ETQ seems
to be promising, but an instantiation of ETQ processes is still missing. A system-
atic study of current SW technologies is carried out to evaluate their usefulness for
multidimensional schema design and data provisioning. The paper also classifies SW
technologies according to the expressiveness of semantics, the reasoning capacity, and
the feasibility of computing reasoning tasks. Both [Abe+13] and [Abe+15] include a
complete state of the art on unified modeling of both warehoused data and LOD.

The authors of [MCG15] propose the IGOLAP vocabulary to represent data from
multiple sources according to a multidimensional structure. To analyze data from
multiple sources, decision-makers should firstly specify dimensions and facts related
to their analysis needs from different sources. Then, a new IGOLAP dataset is
automatically built through CONSTRUCT SPARQL queries to unify and materialize the
chosen dimensions and facts. In this way, a fact from one source can be associated
with dimensions from other sources at the schema level. At the instance level, the
authors show the IGOLAP vocabulary can link a measure value from one source with
attribute instances from another source. However, the way of building such links
is not discussed in the work. One drawback of the IGOLAP vocabulary consists of
its limited compatibility with only sources in LOD formats. To include warehoused
data in a IGOLAP dataset, the authors suggest transforming warehoused data into
LOD formats through a mapping language proposed in [KH11]. Moreover, data
from different sources are loaded in a IGOLAP dataset before being analyzed, which
reminds us of the drawbacks of ETL-based approaches. At last, the feasibility of the
proposal is illustrated only through some theoretical discussions. No prototype is
developed to show a complete analysis scenario based on a IGOLAP dataset.

3.3.2 Analysis of related work

Unified modeling is a promising approach to blend data from multiple sources to-
gether. However, most related work only describes general principles and research
orientations with regard to unified modeling of multiple sources, while the work
[MCG15] does not include any instantiation of the whole unification process. Due
to the lack of instantiation of the authors’ proposals, it is impossible to evaluate the
above-mentioned work according to the comparison criteria. Nevertheless, we can
find some common characteristics of unified models envisioned in the related work.
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First, enabling analyses on both warehoused data and web data consists of the objec-
tive all unified models. DWs and LOD datasets consist of the most rich data sources
to support well-informed decision-making. Second, decision-makers are involved in
the design phase of a unified model. They provide valuable information to make sure
a unified model meets specific analysis needs. Third, data extraction and querying
should be automated in a unified model. Freeing decision-makers from handling large
amounts of data instances can facilitate the analysis task of non-expert users. These
lessons learned from previous work serve as guidelines for our research.

4 Data Reduction

During the last decade, decision-makers have to deal with more and more data during
analyses. Since detailed data loses their informative value over time [SJP08], data
that are no longer required by decision-makers should be reduced. In the remainder
of the section, we study work related to reduction strategies. The aim of the work
is to keep only useful data for analyses. To evaluate related work, we propose four
comparison criteria according to three scales (i.e. low, medium, and high)

• The conformity measures the accordance between a reduction strategy with
decision-makers’ needs. A reduction strategy with high conformity fully takes
into account a decision-maker’s reduction needs.

• The completeness measures the impact of a reduction strategy on a data
schema. A reduction strategy with high completeness enables the reduction of
the whole schema.

• The formalness measures the degree of genericity of a reduction strategy. A
reduction strategy with high formalness adopts a conceptual form which can
easily fit generic reduction needs.

• The feasibility measures the practicality of a reduction strategy. A reduction
strategy with high feasibility is assessed through implementations, experimen-
tations, and/or prototypes.

4.1 Discussion of related work

The authors of [GMLY98] propose a simplistic reduction strategy based only on data
deletion. The reduction consists of removing unwanted data in materialized views.
Other views based on a reduced materialized view can be maintained after the data
deletion. The authors propose some algorithms to automatically delete data from
materialized views. However, the proposed reduction strategy is only compatible
with DWs built upon materialized views. Moreover, data deletion produces missing
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information which results in incomplete answers to some analyses. Other techniques
should be coupled with data deletion to support as many analyses as possible.

The authors of [Che+02] propose a reduction strategy combining data deletion and
data aggregation. The reduction focuses on stream data loaded in a DW. The authors
develop a framework which labels steam data with temporal intervals. Detailed data
within a recent temporal interval are kept at their finest granularity, while those
within an old temporal interval are aggregated to a high granularity before being
deleted from a DW. By combining data deletion with data aggregation, the framework
keeps deleted data in a summarized form. In this way, decision-makers can obtain
complete answers to analyses involving high granularities.

Similar to [Che+02], the work [IP10] bases its reduction solution on a combination
of data deletion and data aggregation. A temporal table is used to reduce data
according to five scales: second, minute, hour, month and year. The finest granularity
can be found within the smallest scale (i.e. second), while only the coarsest granularity
are kept within the largest scale (i.e. year). In this way, data reduction is carried out
gradually: detailed data are progressively aggregated and then deleted over time. The
paper describes a complete study of their reduction solution, including conception,
implementation and evaluation.

The authors of [SJP08] describe a solution for progressive aggregation and deletion
of data in a fact. The data reduction is carried out based on a predefined time line: it
specifies when and how detailed data should be automatically aggregated according
to higher granularities before being deleted. A set of rules is proposed to guarantee
the consistency of data after reduction. Some theoretical discussions are provided to
explain how reduced data can be implemented and queried.

4.2 Analysis of related work

We analyze work related to data reduction according to the previously defined four
comparison criteria.

First, only the work [GMLY98] takes users’ needs into consider. Yet, the work
[GMLY98] permanently deletes data from DWs and thus introduces missing infor-
mation. It may have influences on analysis scenarios that a decision-maker does not
expect. The overall conformity is not high,

Second, the work [GMLY98] only reduces elements in materialized views, while the
others [Che+02; IP10; SJP08] focus on the reduction of facts. No existing reduction
strategy works with the complete schema including both dimensions and facts. The
overall completeness is not high.
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Third, the overall formalness of the proposed reduction strategy is high, only the
work [Che+02] describes the framework with examples without any formal model.

At last, the feasibility of some reduction strategies needs further investigations:
the work [GMLY98; IP10; SJP08] does not provide much information about the
feasibility, while the work [Che+02] includes some experimental assessments to show
improvement of processing time and memory usage after reduction. No prototype is
developed.

Table II.3 provides a summary of reduction strategies proposed in the related work.

Table II.3: Comparison of work related to data reduction

conformity completeness formalness feasibility
[GMLY98] medium low high low
[Che+02] low medium low medium
[IP10] low medium high high
[SJP08] low medium high low

Figure II.4: Overview of the work related to data reduction

Figure II.4 provides a graphical summary of work in table II.3 according to the four
comparison criteria. To overcome the drawbacks of existing work, a reduction process
must involve decision-makers to make sure all analysis needs are satisfied. Moreover,
the existing work only supports partial reduction of a schema. A new reduction
strategy is needed to remove data in both dimensions and facts. At last, the high
formalness of the existing work should be carried forward by follow-up work, while the
feasibility of follow-up work must be throughly illustrated through implementation
frameworks, experimental assessments, and prototypes.
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5 Conclusion

To support well-informed and effective decision-making, it is necessary to provide
appropriate data to decision-makers during analyses. In this section, we have studied
the representative work related to (i) data integration which aims at including as
many useful data as possible in analyses and (ii) data reduction whose objective is to
keep only useful data required by decision-makers.

With regard to data integration, we have proposed five criteria (i.e. scalability,
freshness, flexibility, suitability, and selectivity) to evaluate existing work classified
into three categories: ETL-based, SW modeling, and unified modeling. Our eval-
uation has highlighted some drawbacks of existing work. First, even though ETL
processes allow integrating data in a stationary repository, they fail to support up-
to-date analyses of both warehoused data and LOD in a scalable and flexible way.
Second, although SW modeling vocabularies work well with LOD, they have difficul-
ties in selectively gathering only useful data for analyses, handling larges amounts
of data, and dealing with data sources other than LOD datasets. At last, a unified
representation without integrating all data in a stationary repository seems to be a
promising approach. However, further studies are needed to provide an instantiation
of the existing proposals of unified models.

With regard to data reduction, we have proposed four criteria (i.e. conformity,
completeness, formalness, and feasibility) to evaluate existing work allowing reducing
useless data for analyses. Our evaluation has revealed the shortcomings of existing
work. First, most existing work adopts an automatic reduction approach which fails
to take decision-makers’ needs into consider. Second, all existing work supports only
partial schema reduction. Some generalized techniques are needed to enable the re-
duction of the complete multidimensional schema. At last, the feasibility and the
benefits of data reduction have not been given much attention by existing work. Fur-
ther studies are needed to evaluate data reduction through experimental assessments.

Figure II.5: Decision-making on a unified view including both inter-
nal and external data required by decision-makers

Facing these issues, my Ph.D research intends to provide a generic solution to sup-
port analyses on data from multiple sources while reducing obsolete detailed data
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that are not required by decision-makers. We denote our solution as data unifica-
tion to differ from classical data integration solutions. Our data unification solution
should break away from full integration of data into a stationary repository. It can
keep a unified view over internal data (warehoused data) and external data (multidi-
mensional LOD) (cf. figure II.5). During analyses, multiple data sources should be
queried on-the-fly to provide up-to-date data to decision-makers. Moreover, we in-
tend to apply data reduction to the complete schema of the unified view to keep only
useful elements for analyses over time. The next chapter will describe the conceptual
modeling of our proposed data unification solution.
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Chapter III

Conceptual Modeling

To make well-informed decisions, decision-makers have to analyze large amounts of
data scattered across sources from inside and outside a company. Nowadays, data
are produced and updated at a high speed. Data stored in a stationary repository
can hardly be synchronized with changes in data sources. It is necessary to unify
data from various sources without integrating all data into a stationary repository.
To support up-to-date decision-making, business dashboards must be created in an
on-demand manner. Such dashboards should include all appropriate data required
by decision-makers.

To do so, we propose a new multidimensional modeling solution, named Unified
Cube, which is generic enough to unify both (i) business data which are stored in a
multidimensional DW from inside a company and (ii) multidimensional LOD which
are physically stored in sources from outside a company. A Unified Cube does not
integrate all data in a centralized stationary repository. Instead, it allows on-the-fly
extraction of data from multiple sources in an on-demand manner during analyses.

In this chapter, we describe the business-oriented concepts in the Unified Cube
modeling, such as analysis subjects, analysis axes, and analytical granularities. We
also define a schema design approach to build a Unified Cube (cf. section 1). Mean-
while, as data expire and become unavailable over time, the Unified Cube modeling is
made flexible enough to represent only useful data for business analyses. We propose
a reduction approach which removes useless elements in a Unified Cube according to
decision-makers’ needs (cf. section 2).

1 Unifying data from multiple sources

A Unified Cube provides a single, comprehensive representation of data dedicated to
decision-making. It facilitates decision-makers’ analysis tasks by including concepts
close to business terms.
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1.1 Running Example

In a company selling air conditioning devices, a decision-maker carries out analy-
ses based on a DW. The DW describes an analysis subject about SALES according
to three analysis axes, namely SALESMAN, PRODUCT and DATE. Two numeric
indicators are defined to assess sale results, namely Amount and Quantity. Sev-
eral analytical granularities are defined on each analysis axis to summarize numeric
indicators. For instance, the product analysis axis is composed of four analytical
granularities, namely PRODUCT, BRAND, RANGE and SECTOR.

The multidimensional DW is implemented in a relational environment (cf. figure
III.1). The analysis subject is implemented through a fact table, while an analyti-
cal axis is implemented through several dimension tables. A set of foreign keys is
used to associate the fact table with the dimension tables representing the lowest
analysis granularity on corresponding analysis axes. A dimension table may con-
tain foreign keys pointing to other dimension tables representing higher granularities.
For instance, the product dimension table contains two foreign keys leading to the
dimension tables BRAND and RANGE which implement higher granularities.

Figure III.1: Relational implementation of a DW

Based on the DW, the decision-maker carries out an analysis about monthly sales
amount of air-conditioning devices in French cities (cf. figure III.2). She/he notices
a significant rise of sale amount in 2016 comparing to 2015. The DW only explains
"when" (i.e. 2016) and "where" (i.e. Toulouse and Paris) the sale amount rose. How-
ever, warehoused data do not provide any answer to questions about "how" and "why"
such a significant change happened. The decision-maker must search for complemen-
tary information in an on-line LOD dataset describing monthly average temperature
by city and country (cf. figure III.3 (a)).

Realizing the sales of air-conditioning device may be influenced by unusual weather
changes, the decision-maker browses the LOD dataset and extracts some instances
about monthly average temperature in French cities (cf. figure III.3 (b)). Without an
overall data representation, analyses involving multiple sources can be complicated.
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Figure III.2: Analysis about monthly sales amount of air-
conditioning devices in French cities

Figure III.3: Schema of the LOD dataset and some extracted in-
stances

As shown in figure III.4, the decision-maker should browse data sources one by one
(arrows 1 and 4) to extract data related to analyses (arrows 2 and 5). Data extracted
from each source are separately presented to the decision-maker. It is difficult to get
a clear understanding of relationships between data from multiple sources (arrows 3
and 6).

Figure III.4: Analyses of data from multiple sources without an
overall representation

Facing these issues, the decision-maker needs a view unifying data from both the
DW and the LOD dataset. As shown in figure III.5, the decision-maker should be
able to navigate in all data sources at the same time (arrow 1). Data should be au-
tomatically extracted from several sources in real-time and presented together to the
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decision-maker (arrow 2). Such a unified view would provide an analysis result in-
cluding both warehoused data and LOD shown in figure III.5. Through the result, the
decision-maker can easily conclude the high sale amount of air-conditioning devices
in French cities in 2016 are closely related to the unusually high average temperature.

Figure III.5: Analyses of data from multiple sources with a unified
view

To enable decision-making on multiple data sources, the decision-maker makes the
following requests regarding the unified view.

1. An analysis subject should include all related numeric indicators from different
sources. To support real-time analyses, numeric indicators (e.g. amount and
quantity from the DW, avgTemperature from the LOD dataset) and their de-
scriptive attributes (e.g. D_Month from the DW, City, YearMonth from the
LOD dataset) at different analytical granularities should be queried on-the-fly
from sources.

2. Analytical granularities related to the same analysis axis should be grouped
together. For instance, the city and country granularities from the DW and
the city granularity from the LOD dataset should be merged into a geography
analysis axis.

3. Attributes describing the same analytical granularity should be grouped to-
gether. The correlative relationships between instances of these attributes
should be managed. For instance, the attribute S_City from the DW and the
attribute City from the LOD dataset should be both included in a city analyt-
ical granularity. Correlative instances "Toulouse" from the DW and "Toulouse
31000" from the LOD dataset should be associated together, since they both
refer to the same city.

4. Summarizable analytical granularities should be indicated for each numeric in-
dicator. For instance, the measures amount and quantity from the DW can be
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aggregated according the salesman, city, and country analytical granularities
within the geography analysis axis, while the measure avgTemperature can only
be calculated according to city and country analytical granularities.

Our proposed modeling solution fulfills all above-mentioned needs of the decision-
maker. The remainder of the section describes concepts involved in our proposed
modeling solution (cf. sections 1.2, 1.3, 1.4, and 1.5). Then, we present an approach
which allows building a unified view from multiple sources (cf. section 1.6).

1.2 Analysis Subject: Fact

Classically, a fact models an analysis subject. The fact is composed of a set of numeric
indicators called measures. To support real-time analyses, the Unified Cube modeling
extends the concept of measure by allowing on-the-fly extraction of values during
analyses.

Definition III.1. A Fact corresponds to an analysis subject composed of a set of
measures. A fact is denoted as F = {nF ; MF } where:

• nF is the fact’s name;

• MF = {m1; . . . ;mp} is a finite set of numeric indicators called measures. Each
measure me (me ∈ MF ) is a pair 〈nme ,Eme〉, where nme is the name of a
measure and Eme is an extraction formula indicating how measure values can
be extracted from the corresponding source. The values of the measure me are
denoted as val(me).

Extraction formulae enable on-the-fly querying of measure values, hence decision-
makers can always obtain up-to-date data during analyses. We propose a high-level
declarative language to express extraction formulae. The equivalent operations in
relational algebra and SPARQL algebra are shown in table III.1.

Remark. Note that although the SPARQL algebra1 is not yet a W3C standard,
it has already been integrated within several RDF querying frameworks such as Jena
API [Car+04]. Each algebraic SPARQL expression can be translated into a SPARQL
query which is generic enough to work with all types of LOD datasets. Some fre-
quently used SPARQL queries and their corresponding algebraic representation can
be found in appendix A.

Example. To satisfy the decision-maker’s need of gathering all numeric indicators
together (cf. section 1.1), the designer builds a fact named Sales-Weather. Three mea-
sures are defined in the fact, namely mAmount, mQuantity and mAvgT emperature. The

1https://www.w3.org/2011/09/SparqlAlgebra/ARQalgebra
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Table III.1: Extraction formula operations and equivalent operations
in the relational algebra and the SPARQL algebra forms

Extraction
Formula

Relational Algebra SPARQL Algebra

Project(Source.
[Relation.]Attribute) πAttribute(Source.Relation)

BASE<Source>(PROJECT
(?attribute) (BGP ( list of triple
patterns)))

Select(Source.
[Relation.]
<condition>)

δ<condition>(Source.
Relation)

BASE<Source>(PROJECT (*)
(FILTER <condition> (BGP
(list of triple patterns))))

Aggregate(
Source.[Relation.]
Measure. func-
tion)

ffunction(πmeasure

(Source.Relation))

BASE<Source>(PROJECT
(?measure)(EXTEND ((?mea-
sure ?.0))(GROUP () ((?0 (func-
tion ?measureValue)))(BGP
(list of triple patterns)))))

first two measures are defined according to the warehoused data (cf. figure III.1),
while the last measure is based on the LOD (cf. figure III.3). Each measure is associ-
ated with an extraction formula, i.e. EmAmount = Aggregate(DW.SALES.Amount.
{AVG|SUM|MAX|MIN}), EmQuantity = Aggregate(DW.SALES.Quantity.
{AVG|SUM|MAX|MIN}), EmAvgT emperature =Aggregate(LOD.AvgTemperature.
{AVG|MAX|MIN}). An extraction formula can be easily translated into an exe-
cutable query in a data source based on the corresponding query algebra in table
III.1. For instance, the extraction formula of the measure mAmount can be translated
into a SQL query as follows: SELECT SUM(QUANTITY) FROM SALES.

To improve the understandability for non-expert users, we propose a graphical
notation for Unified Cubes. The proposed graphical notation extends the star schema
notation proposed by [GMR98]. Specifically, a fact is represented by a rectangle.
The fact name is situated within the rectangle on top. A measure is circled by a
rectangle. Measures from the same source are grouped together. Figure III.6 shows
the graphical notation of the Sales-Weather fact.

Figure III.6: Graphical notation of the Sales-Weather fact

1.3 Analysis Axis: Dimension

The concept of dimension in a Unified Cube follows the classical definition. A dimen-
sion may include a single or multiple analytical granularities. If several analytical
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granularities are defined, we can find one or several aggregation paths (also known as
hierarchies).

Definition III.2. A dimension corresponds to a one-dimensional space regrouping
the analytical granularities related to one analysis axis. A dimension is denoted as
Di={nDi ; LDi ;4Di}, where:

• nDi is the dimension’s name;

• LDi={l1; . . . ; lk} is a set of analytical granularities called levels;

• 4Di is a binary relation which associates a child level la (la ∈ LDi) with a parent
level lb (lb ∈ LDi), such as la 4Di lb.

Example. As shown in section 1.1, the analytical granularities from the DW and
the LOD dataset of our running example can be classified into three groups. The
designer defines one dimension for each group: DGeography, DP roduct and DDate. For
instance, the geographical dimension DGeography contains three levels, i.e. lSalesman,
lCity and lCountry. The binary relation 4Geography reveals the aggregation paths within
the dimension DGeography, such as lSalesman 4Geography lCity 4Geography lCountry.

We propose a graphical notation of dimensions: (i) a dimension is enclosed by a
rectangle, (ii) the name is placed above a dimension, (iii) each level is represented
by a circle with all its descriptive attributes lying below, and (iv) a binary relation
is represented by an arrow from a child level to a parent level. The geographical
dimension in the graphical form is shown in figure III.7.

Figure III.7: Graphical notation of the geographical dimension

1.4 Analytical Granularity: Level

Classically, a level indicates a distinct analytical granularity described by a set of
attributes from the same data source. In the context of Unified Cubes, the classical
definition of level needs to be extended to group attributes from several sources to-
gether. Specifically, a level should manage a set of attributes by (i) indicating how
attribute instances can be extracted from data sources and (ii) representing correla-
tion relationships between related attribute instances from different sources.

Definition III.3. A level represents an analytical granularity of a dimension. A level
is denoted as ld = {nld ; Ald ;Cld}, where:
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• nld is the level’s name;

• Ald = {a1; . . . ; ae} is a finite set of attributes. Each attribute ax (ax ∈ Ald) is a
pair 〈nax ,Eax〉, where nax is the name of the attribute and Eax is an extraction
formula indicating how instances of ax can be extracted from the corresponding
source. The domain of an attribute is denoted as dom(ax);

• Cld : dom(ax) −→ dom(ay)(ax ∈ Ald , ay ∈ Ald \ ax) is a symmetric transitive
correlative mapping. It connects instances of the attribute ax from one source
with equivalent instances of the attribute ay from another source. For an at-
tribute instance ix ∈ dom(ax), there exists at most one instance iy ∈ dom(ay),
such as Cld(ix) = iy.

Example. Since the decision-maker needs to group together descriptive attributes
related to the city granularity, the designer defines a level named City within the
dimension DGeography. It contains two attributes aS_City and aCity from the DW and
the LOD dataset respectively. To support on-the-fly querying during analyses, the at-
tribute aS_City is associated with an extraction formula EaS_City =Project(DW.City.
S_City), while the attribute aCity is associated with an extraction formula EaCity =
Project(LOD.City). As the decision-maker needs to manage correlative relationships
between attributes, a correlative mapping ClCity is defined within the level lCity to
associate instances of the attribute aS_City (cf. figure III.1 (b)) with related ones of
the attribute aCity (cf. figure III.3 (b)). Examples of associated attribute instances
would be ClCity : {{Toulouse} −→ {Toulouse31000}; {Paris} −→ {Paris75000}}.
The graphical notation of the level lCity can be found in the previous figure III.7.

1.5 Unified Cube

In a Unified Cube, a fact and a dimension respectively include measures and levels
from multiple sources. Each measure can be aggregated according to the set of levels
from the same sources. For each measure, decision-makers need to easily distinguish
summarizable levels from non-summarizable levels. To do so, we propose the level-
measure mapping which is flexible enough to associate each measure with a set of
dimensions starting from any level.

Definition III.4. A Unified Cube is a n-dimensional finite space describing a fact
with some dimensions. It is denoted as UC = {F ; D; LM}, where:

• F is a fact containing a set of measures;

• D={D1; . . . ;Dn} is a finite set of dimensions;

• ∀me ∈ MF , LM: 2
⋃

Di∈D LDi

−→ me is a level-measure mapping indicating a set
of levels according to which a measure can be aggregated, such as 2

⋃
Di∈D LDi

is
the power set of the union of all levels within all dimensions of a Unified Cube.
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Example. Since the decision-maker needs a view dedicated to business analyses on
both warehoused data and LOD (cf. section 1.1), the designer builds a Unified Cube
including one fact named Sales-Weather and three dimensions, namely DGeography,
DP roduct, and DDate. The level-measure mapping LM associates each measure with
its summarizable levels. The complete abstract representation of the Unified Cube is
as follows:

UC = {F ; D; LM} where:

• F = {Sales−Weather; {mAmount;mQuantity;mAvgT emperature}};

• D = {DGeography;DP roduct;DDate}, such as:

– DGeography = {Geography; {lSalesman; lCity; lCountry}; lSalesman 4DGeography

lCity 4DGeography lCountry} such as:

∗ lSalesman = {Salesman; {aS_Key; aS_Name};∅};
∗ lCity = {City; {aS_City; aCity};ClCity : dom(aS_City) −→ dom(aCity)};
∗ lCountry = {Country; {aS_Country; aCountry};ClCountry : dom(aS_Country)
−→ dom(aCountry)}.

– DP roduct = {Product; {lIDP roduct; lRange; lSector; lBrand}; {lIDP roduct 4DP roduct

lRange 4DP roduct lSector; lIDP roduct 4DP roduct lBrand}} such as:

∗ lIDP roduct = {IDProduct; {aP _Key; aP _Name};∅};
∗ lRange = {Range; aP _Range;∅};
∗ lSector = {Sector; aP _Sector;∅};
∗ lBrand = {Brand; aP _Brand;∅}.

– DDate = {Date; {lIDDate; lMonth; lY ear}; lIDDate 4DDate lMonth 4DDate lY ear}
such as:

∗ lIDDate = {IDDate; aD_Key;∅};
∗ lMonth = {Month; {aD_Month; aY earMonth};
ClMonth : dom(aD_Month) −→ dom(aY earMonth)};
∗ lY ear = {Y ear; aD_Y ear;∅}.

• LM : {{lCity; lCountry; lMonth; lY ear} −→ mAvgT emperature;
{LDGeography ; LDP roduct ; LDDate} −→ mAmount;
{LDGeography ; LDP roduct ; LDDate} −→ mQuantity}

Figure III.8 shows the graphical notation of the complete Unified Cube. Comparing
to the star schema notation [GMR98], one main difference consists of the represen-
tation of level-measure mappings: instead of associating a measures with the whole
dimension, a level-measure mapping is represented by a line between a measure and a
dimension staring from any level. In order to simplify the notation, the level-measure
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Figure III.8: A Unified Cube based on both warehoused data and
LOD

mapping is drawn between a measure and the lowest summarizable levels on corre-
sponding dimensions.

The obtained Unified Cube can support analyses on both warehoused data and LOD
shown in figures III.1 and III.3. A decision-maker can easily analyze sales amount of
air-conditioning devices with average temperature in the same French city during the
same month. To do so, she/he navigates in the business-oriented representation of the
Unified Cube. Then, she/he identifies components of the Unified Cube that are related
to the analysis, namely measures (i.e. mAmount, mQuantity and mAvgT emperature) and
attributes within the summarizable levels of measures (i.e. lCity and lMonth). The
Unified Cube extracts warehoused data and LOD related to the analysis from sources
and merges all data into one final result. Details about how analyses are processed
in a Unified Cube will be discussed in the next chapter.

1.6 Process of Unifying Multiple Sources in a Unified Cube

In the previous sections, we describe some concepts providing a business-oriented
view dedicated to decision-making on multiple sources. To build such a unified view,
a designer should merge several sources together according to decision-makers’ anal-
ysis needs. In the context of Unified Cubes, we focus on data with multidimensional
features from DWs and LOD datasets. Such data may have the complete multi-
dimensional structure, such as warehoused data and multidimensional LOD pub-
lished in current W3C standard RDF Data Cube Vocabulary. Whereas some data
include only hierarchical relationships whose semantics are formally defined. For in-
stance, some LOD include only child-parent relationships such as skos:broader and
skos:narrower without any numeric indicator. Merging multidimensional data from
different sources into a Unified Cube may be difficult, as different sources may include
various multidimensional features.

In this section, we propose a two-step process allowing designers to merge multiple
sources into a Unified Cube (cf. figure III.9). To facilitate designers’ task, during
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the first step, all data sources are transformed into a common representation. Our
proposed Unified Cube modeling is used in this step to build business-oriented cubes
of each source. During the second step, two data cubes of sources are linked to-
gether to yield a Unified Cube. Data sources with numeric indicators and hierarchical
relationships provide measures and levels to the Unified Cube’s fact and dimensions
respectively, while other data sources including only hierarchical relationships without
numeric indicator enrich only the Unified Cube’s dimensions.

Figure III.9: Unifying multiple data sources in a Unified Cube in
two steps

1.6.1 Stage I: transforming multidimensional data sources into data cubes

The first step of our proposed process consists of building a common representation
for each data source. The common representation takes the form of a data cube. Each
data cube consists of a Unified Cube representing data from one source. Transforming
warehoused data into a Unified Cube representation is direct, while transforming LOD
into a Unified Cube representation requires an algorithm.

1.6.1.1 Transforming a DW into the Unified Cube representation. The
Unified Cube modeling includes all classical multidimensional features. A DW can
be regarded as a special case of Unified Cube in which each measure is associated
with all dimensions from the lowest levels. The transformation of a DW into the
Unified Cube representation is direct and straightforward. The graphical notation of
the Unified Cube including only warehoused data of the running example is shown in
figure III.10.

1.6.1.2 Transforming a LOD dataset into the Unified Cube representa-
tion. The modeling of LOD is based on different vocabularies which formally de-
scribe data semantics in the form of subject-predicate-object. Some LOD include facts
with measures and dimensions with descriptive attributes, they can be transformed
into a complete cube representation. Other LOD are hierarchical but not multidi-
mensional: they do not contain any fact with measures. In the context of business
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Figure III.10: A Unified Cube including only warehoused data of the
running example

analyses, hierarchical LOD can provide descriptive information to enrich analysis
axes, they can be transformed into an incomplete cube representation including only
dimensions without any fact.

We propose the algorithm 1 to transform a LOD dataset into a cube representation.
Note that due to the important differences between modeling vocabularies’ syntax,
we make an abstraction of the LOD dataset at the algorithm’s input by describing
its features with some generic terms.

The algorithm first creates a Unified Cube dimension for each dimension from the
LOD dataset (cf. lines 1 and 2). For each attribute on the dimension from the
source, a level is created and associated to the corresponding Unified Cube dimension
(cf. lines 3 - 5). The algorithm then establishes a binary relation on the Unified Cube
dimension by referring to either a child-parent or a parent-child relationship from the
source (cf. lines 6 - 11). In the case where a fact is available in the LOD dataset, a
Unified Cube fact is created and associated with a set of Unified Cube measures (cf.
lines 14 - 15). A set of level-measure mappings is created between each Unified Cube
measure and all levels on the dimensions linked to the measure (cf. lines 16 - 20).

Figure III.11: A Unified Cube including only LOD of the running
example
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Algorithm 1: Transformation of LOD into the Unified Cube representation
input : A LOD dataset whose data structure is denoted as ex:Structure. The

data structure may includes (ex:include) four types pf components
(ex:component), namely ex:Fact, ex:Measure, ex:Dimension,
ex:Attribute. The child-parent relationship between attribute
instances is denoted as ex:childParent

output: A Unified Cube representation of LOD
1 for each dimension Di in the LOD dataset, such as Di rdf:type

ex:component, ex:Dimension. do
2 Create a Unified Cube dimension with the label ex:label of Di, such as Di

rdfs:label ex:label.;
3 for each attribute ak on the dimension Di in the LOD dataset, such as ak

rdf:type ex:component, ex:Attribute. do
4 Create a Unified Cube level lk for ak;
5 Associate 〈lk, ak〉 with Di;
6 if there exists an attribute aj on the level lj of the dimension Di, such as

for each instancej ∈ dom(aj), there exists one unique instance
instancek ∈ dom(ak), instancej ex:childParent instancek. then

7 create a binary relation lj 4Di lk;
8 end
9 if there exists an attribute ap on the level lp of the dimension Di, such as

for each instancep ∈ dom(ap), there exists one unique instance
instancek ∈ dom(ak), instancek ex:childParent instancep. then

10 create a binary relation lk 4Di lp;
11 end
12 end
13 end
14 if there exists a fact F , such as F rdf:type ex:component, ex:Fact then
15 Create a Unified Cube fact with the label ex:label of F , such as F

rdfs:label ex:label.;
16 for each measure mq in the fact, such as mq rdf:type ex:component,

ex:Measure do
17 Create a Unified Cube measure with the label ex:label of mq, such as mq

rdfs:label ex:label.;
18 for each dimension Ds linked to the measue mq in the LOD dataset, such

as ex:Structure ex:include [Ds], ex:include [mq] do
19 Create level-measure mappings between the set of levels LDs on the

dimension Ds with the measure mq;
20 end
21 end
22 end
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Example. We apply the algorithm to the LOD dataset of our running example
(cf. figure III.3). The obtained Unified Cube of LOD is shown in figure III.11.

1.6.2 Stage II: linking up data cubes

To link up two Unified Cubes, we propose a declarative operator named Dlink. The
operator produces one unique Unified Cube by taking as input a pair of dimension
levels from two Unified Cubes. Table III.2 shows the algebraic representation of the
operator Dlink.

Table III.2: Algebraic representation of Dlink operator

Operator: DLink(UCi;DUCi ; lUCi ;UCj ;DUCj ; lUCj ) = UCij

Input • UCi: a Unified Cube to be enriched

• DUCi : a dimension of the Unified Cube UCi, such as DUCi ∈ Di

• lUCi : a level on the dimension DUCi , such as lUCi ∈ LDUCi

• UCj : another Unified Cube representing data of interest

• DUCj : a dimension of the Unified Cube UCj , such as DUCj ∈ Dj

• lUCj : a level on the dimension DUCj , such as lUCj ∈ LDUCj

OutputA new Unified Cube UCij = {Fij ; Dij ; LMij}.
Actions • Fij = {nFij ; MFij}, such as MFij = MFi ∪MFj

• Dij = Di \ DUCi ∪ Dnew such as Dnew = {nDnew ; LDnew ;4Dnew}
where:

– nDnew = nDUCi

– LDij = LDUCi\lUCi ∪ lUCnew , such as lUCnew =
{nlUCnew ; AlUCnew ;ClUCnew } where:
∗ nlUCnew = nlUCi ;
∗ AlUCnew = AlUCi ∪ AlUCj ;
∗ ∀ai ∈ AlUCi ,∃aj ∈ AlUCj ,ClUCnew : dom(ai) −→ dom(aj)

– 4Dnew=4DUCi ∪{∀lk 4DUCi lUCi |lk 4Dnew lUCnew}

• LMij = LMi ∪ {∀me ∈ MFi , lUCnew −→ me} ∪ {∀mf ∈
MFj , lUCnew −→ mf}

Example. Through the Unified Cube representations of warehoused data and LOD
in figures III.10 and III.11, the decision-maker expresses her/his needs as follows: (a)
the geographical dimension can be linked together on the levels lcity and lcountry, (b)
the temporal dimension can be associated together on the level lmonth. A schema
designer carries out the following three linking operators to build the Unified Cube in
figure III.8.
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UCnew = Dlink(Dlink(Dlink(UCSales;DDate; lMonth;UCW eather;Ddim:date; lMonth);
DGeography; lCity;UCW eather;Ddim:geo; lCity);DGeography; lCountry;UCW eather;
Ddim:geo; lCountry)

2 Reducing aUnified Cube according to Decision-makers’
Needs

A Unified Cube permanently includes all measures in a fact and all levels in dimen-
sions. Decision-makers may not need all measures and attributes during analyses
over time: analyses covering a recent period often involve detailed data, while analy-
ses over an old period are typically carried out with data in a more aggregated form
[SJP08]. To support effective and efficient decision-making, attributes and measures
that are not involved in analyses during a period of time should be removed from a
Unified Cube.

Facing these issues, we propose a reduction strategy for Unified Cubes. In this
section, we describe the modeling of Unified Cubes after reduction, named reduced
Unified Cube, which keeps only useful elements required by decision-makers over time.
We also propose an approach allowing progressively removing measures and attributes
according to decision-makers’ needs.

2.1 Running Example

After having been using the Unified Cube in figure III.8 for some time, the decision-
maker finds out some low levels are never involved in analyses over some past periods.
She/he wants to remove the unused elements from the Unified Cube. The decision-
maker expresses the following analysis needs to a schema designer:

• from 2010, analyses involve all levels within all dimensions;

• between 2000 to 2010, a summarized perspective is enough for analyses starting
from levels named range, city and month;

• for historical sales from 1900 to 2000, only analyses on annual sale’ amount and
average unit price of all products with annually average temperature by country
make sense.

The schema designer should carry out reduction in the Unified Cube. To do so,
she/he should settle the following issues: (i) the validity period of a data schema,
instead of being open-ended, is limited to a finite time span after reduction, (ii) the
same dimension may include different levels before and after reduction, and (iii) a
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reduced data schema is derived from an original schema according to decision-makers’
analysis needs.

Our proposed reduction strategy for Unified Cubes deals with all above-mentioned
issues. The remainder of the section describes concepts related to the reduction of
Unified Cubes (cf. sections 2.2, 2.3, and 2.4).

2.2 Unified Cube valid for a period of time: State

The schema of a Unified Cube changes over time after reduction. Techniques of
managing progressive schema changes are widely studied by the schema versioning
approach [GR09; Kim96; EKM02; Bod+02]. Schema versioning allows keeping several
versions of the original schema. Two types of versions are proposed in the scientific
literature, namely real versions and alternative versions. A real version is created
to reflect changes in data sources, while several alternative versions can coexist at
the same time to support business simulations and what-if analyses [WB07]. In the
context of Unified Cubes with reduction, denoted reduced Unified Cubes, alternative
versions are of no use, since only one schema can exist at a particular point in time.
Real versions, on the other hand, can be adapted to handle schema changes after
reduction.

Versions of reduced Unified Cube schema are created in the opposite direction along
the timeline. Inspired from real versions in the schema versioning approach, we stamp
reduced Unified Cube schemas with validation periods [EKM02]. Consequently, a
reduced Unified Cube is composed of a set of reduced schemas valid for a finite period
of time, denoted states. A state is similar but not identical to a real version. Even
though a state and a real version both associate a schema with a validation period,
they do not share the same objective. Unlike real versions whose objective is to
manage evolutions of data sources, a set of state is created to mange reduction over
time in a reduced Unified Cube.

Definition III.5. A state Ei = {UCi;Ti} represents a data schema within a finite
validation period, where:

• UCi = {Fi; Di; LMi} corresponds to a Unified Cube;

• Ti = [tistart; tiend] is a validation period associated with the state, TEi 6= ∅ ∧
tiend > tistart.

The current state of a reduced Unified Cube has the latest validation period. It
includes the most complete schema containing all levels within all dimensions. Past
states correspond to a succession of reduced schemas over time in which only some
high levels within some dimensions are available. The union of all states’ validation
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periods corresponds to the validation period of the reduced Unified Cube. To define
the validation period, we adopt a linear and discrete time model approaching time in
a granular way through time observation units proposed by [Wan+97]. Specifically, a
validation period Ti of the state Ei is defined by a couple of instants. These instants
can be fixed (temporal grains, such as the year of 1992 ) or dynamic (defined with
the instant, such as tnow).

Example. To satisfy the decision-maker’s needs of reduction (cf. running example
in section 2.1), the schema designer defines three states (cf. figure III.12). Since the
decision-maker needs all levels and all measures during analyses from 2010 until now,
the current state E1 has the same schema of the Unified Cube before reduction (cf.
figure III.8). The validation period of the state E1 corresponds to the temporal
interval [2010, tnow]. Two other states E2 and E3 are defined from 2000 to 2010 and
from 1990 to 2000. Both states E2 and E3 have a less complete schema than the
state E1, since levels and/or measures are removed over time. More details will be
presented in the remainder of the section.

Figure III.12: A reduced Unified Cube composed of three states
based on the decision-maker’s needs in the running example

2.3 Analysis axis including a subset of levels: Sub-dimension

Dimensions from the current state are reduced over time with the removal of levels.
Consequently, a dimension in an old state may include only a subset of levels available
on the dimension before being reduced. Facing the progressive level removal, we
propose the concept of sub-dimension to indicate the degree of reduction within a
dimension in an old state.

Definition III.6. A sub-dimension of Di, denoted Di\ls = {nDi\ls ; LDi\ls ;4Di\ls},
corresponds to the part of the dimension Di starting from the level ls, where:

• nDi\ls is the name of sub-dimension;

• LDi\ls is the subset of levels, LDi\ls ⊆ LDi , ∀li ∈ LDi\ls , ls 4Di li;

• 4Di\ls is the binary relation on the dimension Di which includes only a subset
of levels LDi\ls .
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Example. From 2000 to 2010, the decision-maker only needs levels higher than
the level lCity on the geographical dimension. A sub-dimension of the dimension
DGeography between 2000 and 2010 is denoted as DGeography\lCity

= {nDGeography\lCity ;
LDGeography\lCity ;4DGeography\lCity }, where nDGeography\lCity = Geography − City,
LDGeography\lCity = {lCity; lCountry}, and lCity 4

DGeography\lCity lCountry.

2.4 Reduced Unified Cube

A reduced Unified Cube is composed of states. A past state is related to a more recent
state, since the former is obtained by reducing the latter based on decision-makers’
needs. The relationships between states should be managed to indicate how states
are derived. To do so, we propose the concept of reduction function which yields a
new state by altering the fact and/or the dimensions of an initial state.

Definition III.7. A reduced Unified Cube is denoted as RUC={E; Reduce}, where:

• E = {E1; . . . ;En} is a set of states, E 6= ∅. The state denoted E1 corresponds
to the current state of the reduced Unified Cube;

• Reduce(Ek;Tk+1) = Ek+1 is a reduction function which defines a new state
Ek+1 for the period Tk+1 by reducing an initial state Ek. A Reduce function is
composed of one or several reduction operators. We propose the minimum core
of elementary reducing operators as {RollUpreduce;Dropreduce;Addreduce}, such
as:

– The RollUpreduce operator removes all child levels under a specified level
within a chosen dimension. If no level is specified, the whole dimension is
completely removed (cf. table III.3);

Table III.3: Algebraic representation of RollUpreduce operator

Operator: Rollupreduce(UCk;Drollup[; lrollup]) = UCupdated

Input ∗ UCk: the Unified Cube of the state Ek

∗ Drollup: dimension to be reduced, such as Drollup ∈ Dk

∗ lrollup: one level on the dimension Drollup, such as lrollup ∈ LDrollup

Output an updated Unified Cube UCupdated.
Actions UCupdated = {Fupdated; Dupdated; LMupdated}

∗ Fupdated = Fk

∗ Dupdated = Dk \Drollup ∪Drollup\lrollup

∗ ∀me ∈ MFupdated , LMupdated: 2
⋃

Di∈Dk\Drollup
LDi

−→ me

– The Dropreduce operator provides a new state in which the fact is reduced
by deleting a chosen measure (cf. table III.4);
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Table III.4: Algebraic Representation of Dropreduce operator

Operator: Dropreduce(UCk;mdrop) = UCupdated

Input ∗ UCk: the Unified Cube of the state Ek

∗ mdrop: a measure in the state Ek

Output an updated Unified Cube UCupdated.
Actions UCupdated = {Fupdated; Dupdated; LMupdated}

∗ Fupdated = {nFupdated ; MFk \mdrop}

∗ Dupdated = Dk

∗ ∀me ∈ MFk \mdrop, LMupdated: 2
⋃

Di∈Dupdated
LDi

−→ me

– The Addreduce operator allows adding a new measure in the fact of a new
state (cf. table III.5).

Table III.5: Algebraic Representation of Addreduce operator

Operator: Addreduce(UCk;madd; Ladd) = UCupdated

Input ∗ UCk: the Unified Cube of the state Ek

∗ madd: a measure which is not present in the state Ek.
It should be calculable based on existing measures in the state Ek

∗ Ladd: a set of summarizable levels of the measure madd
Output an updated Unified Cube UCupdated

Actions UCupdated = {Fupdated; Dupdated; LMupdated}

∗ Fupdated = {nFupdated ; MFk ∪madd}

∗ Dupdated = Dk

∗ ∀me ∈ MFk ∪madd, LMupdated: Ladd −→ me

Remark. In the case where decision-makers do not wish to apply any reduction,
the set of state contains only the current state, such as E = {E1}. No Reduce function
is defined.

Example. According to the decision-maker’s needs, a reduced Unified Cube com-
posed of three states is built by a schema designer (cf. figure III.13). The first state
E1 has the most complete schema including all levels on all dimensions as well as all
measures in the fact. It is valid from 2010 until now (cf. figure III.13(a)).

The reduced state E2 is derived from the state E1 through a Reduce function
composed of three Rollupreduce operators (cf. figure III.13(b)). Specifically, from
2000 to 2010, the decision-maker needs only monthly and yearly sale amount and
quantity by salesman’s city and product’s range. Therefore, we first remove useless
levels on the dimension DP roduct by keeping only the ones above lRange. Then, we
remove levels under lCity on the dimensionDGeography. At last, the dimensionDDate is
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Figure III.13: A reduced Unified Cube based on the decision-maker’s
analysis needs

reduced by keeping only levels above lMonth. The set of reduction operators involved
in the function Reduce(E1; [2000, 2010]) = E2 is as follows: Rollupreduce(Rollupreduce

(Rollupreduce(E1;DP roduct; lRange);DGeography; lCity);DDate; lMonth)

The abstract representation of the state E2 is E2 = {UC2;T2}, where:

• UC2 = {F2; D2; LM2}

– F2 = {Sales−Weather; {mAmount;mQuantity;mAvgT emperature}};

– D2 = {DGeography\lCity
;DP roduct\lRange

;DDate\lMonth
}, such as:

∗ DGeography\lCity
= {Geography − City; {lCity; lCountry};

lCity 4
DGeography\lCity lCountry} such as:

· lCity = {City; {aS_City; aCity};ClCity : dom(aS_City) −→
dom(aCity)};
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· lCountry = {Country; {aS_Country; aCountry};ClCountry :
dom(aS_Country) −→ dom(aCountry)}.

∗ DP roduct\lRange
= {Product−Range; {lRange; lSector; };

{lRange 4
DP roduct\lRange lSector}} such as:

· lRange = {P_Range; aP _Range;∅};
· lSector = {P_Sector; aP _Sector;∅};

∗ DDate\lMonth
= {Date−Month; {lMonth; lY ear};

lMonth 4DDate\lMonth lY ear} such as:
· lMonth = {Month; {aP _Month; aY earMonth};ClMonth :
dom(aD_Month) −→ dom(aY earMonth)};
· lY ear = {Y ear; aD_Y ear;∅}.

– LM2 : {{LDGeography\lCity ; LDDate\lMonth} −→ mAvgT emperature;
{LDGeography\lCity ; LDP roduct\lRange ; LDDate\lMonth} −→ mAmount;
{LDGeography\lCity ; LDP roduct\lRange ; LDDate\lMonth} −→ mQuantity}

• T2 = [2000, 2010]

The reduced state E3 is derived from the state E2 through a Reduce function com-
posed of three Rollupreduce operators, one Addreduce operator and one Dropreduce

operator (cf. figure III.13(c)). Specifically, from 1990 to 2000, the decision-maker
wants to keep only annual sale amount and products’ average unit price by country.
To do so, we first add a measuremAvgUnitP rice by dividing amount by quantity. Then,
we remove the undesired measure mQuantity. Next, we remove the whole dimension
DP roduct by rolling up to an unspecified level. After that, we remove all levels un-
der lCountry on the dimension DGeography\lCity

. At last, we remove the levels under
lY ear on the dimension DDate\lMonth

. The set of reduction operators in the function
Reduce(E2; [1990, 2000]) = E3 is as follows: Rollupreduce(Rollupreduce(Rollupreduce

(Dropreduce(Addreduce(E2;mAvgUnitP rice; {lCountry; lY ear});mQuantity);DP roduct);
DGeography\lCity

; lCountry);DDate\lMonth
; lY ear)

The abstract representation of the state E3 is E3 = {UC3;T3}, where:

• UC3 = {F3; D3; LM3}

– F3 = {Sales−Weather; {mAmount;mAvgUnitP rice;mAvgT emperature}}

– D3 = {DGeography\lCountry
;DDate\lY ear

}

∗ DGeography\lCountry
= {Geography − Country; {lCountry}}, such as

lCountry = {Country; {aS_Country; aCountry};
ClCountry : dom(aS_Country) −→ dom(aCountry)}
∗ DDate\lY ear

= {Date− Y ear; {lY ear}},
such as lY ear = {Y ear; aD_Y ear;∅}
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– LM3 : {{LDGeography\lCountry ; LDDate\lY ear } −→ {mAvgT emperature};
{LDGeography\lCountry ; LDDate\lY ear } −→ {mAmount};
{LDGeography\lCountry ; LDDate\lY ear } −→ {mAvgUnitP rice}}

• T3 = [1990, 2000]

Remark. As both dimensions in the state E3 include only one level, no binary
relation is defined. Moreover, no correlative mapping is defined within the level lY ear,
since only one attribute is included in the level.

3 Conclusion

In today’s highly competitive business context, well-informed and effective decision-
making requires an overall perspective over a company’s activities. During analyses,
decision-makers require both (i) business data which are stored in a DW from inside
a company and (ii) multidimensional LOD from sources from outside a company.
Nowadays, it is not efficient to centralize highly dynamic data from various sources
into a stationary repository. To support multi-source analyses, it is necessary to
provide decision-makers with business dashboards which are created in an on-demand
manner based on multidimensional data from both DWs and LOD datasets.

In this chapter, we have proposed a modeling solution named Unified Cube with
a schema design process. Moreover, since old data expire and become useless for
historical analyses, we have proposed a reduction approach to remove useless elements
in Unified Cubes over time. To the best of our knowledge, Unified Cube is the first
model that allows unifying appropriate data for analyses from both DWs and LOD
datasets without integrating all data in a stationary repository.

Our proposed Unified Cube modeling breaks through four obstacles in the multi-
dimensional modeling field: (i) warehoused data and LOD can be queried on-the-fly
during analyses through instance-finding mappings (i.e. extraction formulae of mea-
sures and attributes), (ii) a measure can be linked to a dimension starting from any
level through intra-aggregate mappings (i.e. level-measure mapping LM), (iii) at-
tribute instances from one source are linked with equivalent instances of attribute
from another source through inter-instance mappings (i.e. correlative mappings Cli),
and (iv) the derivation between two states before and after reduction in a reduced
Unified Cube is managed through inter-schema mappings (i.e. Reduce function).

Our proposed schema design process allows (i) unifying multidimensional data from
DWs and LOD datasets together and (ii) reducing useless Unified Cube elements which
are no longer involved in analyses over time. With regard to data unification, the
schema design process facilitates designer’s tasks by (i) automatically transforming
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different data sources into a common business-oriented representation and (ii) en-
abling the linking of transformed sources in a declarative way through the DLink

operator. With regard to reduction, the schema design process allows keeping only
useful elements in a Unified Cube through some user-friendly reduction operators,
namely RollUpreduce, Dropreduce and Addreduce.

According to the comparison criteria that we proposed in the previous chapter
II, our proposal has (i) high scalability by not integrating all data in a stationary
repository, (ii) high freshness by supporting on-the-fly data extraction from sources
during analyses, (iii) high flexibility by merging both warehoused data and LOD in an
overall representation, (iv) high suitability for business analyses by representing data
through some business-oriented concepts according to a multidimensional structure,
(v) high selectivity by unifying only the data required by decision-makers, (vi) high
conformity by taking decision-makers’ analyses needs into account during reduction,
(vii) high completeness by reducing both dimensions and facts, and (viii) high formal-
ness by providing a conceptual modeling of reduced schemas. Our proposed Unified
Cube modeling enhances the strong points and overcomes the drawbacks of existing
work related to the data integration and the data reduction.
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Chapter IV

Enabling Decision-making on
Unified Cubes

A conceptual Unified Cube provides a business-oriented representation unifying data
which are physically stored in different sources. To facilitate decision-makers’ analysis
tasks, it is necessary to support decision-making in a user-friendly manner. To do
so, we propose a decision-support process composed of two layers, namely business-
oriented layer and mediator layer (cf. figure IV.1). We propose some analysis pro-
cessing methods which automatically produce an analysis result after extracting data
from multiple sources.

Figure IV.1: A two-layer decision-support process

The first layer is business-oriented. A conceptual Unified Cube is included in this
layer to represent data from different sources according to a single business-oriented
representation. To facilitate analysis tasks, decision-makers only interact with the
business-oriented layer during decision-making.
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The second layer includes a mediator which serves as an interface between business-
oriented concepts in a Unified Cube and concrete referents in data sources. The
mediator manages interactions between the business-oriented layer and multiple data
sources at both schema and instance levels. First, to provide an overall representation
of data from multiple sources, the mediator manages the schema of a Unified Cube
through a metamodel (i.e. schema management in figure IV.1). Second, to remove
useless elements in a Unified Cube based on decision-makers’ needs, the mediator
automatically handles schema reduction in a Unified Cube through some algorithms
(i.e. schema reduction in figure IV.1). Third, to combine multi-source data together in
a business dashboard, the mediator also manages correlative instances from different
sources through a table of correspondences (i.e. instance management in figure IV.1).

We propose some analysis processing methods connecting decision-makers, a con-
ceptual Unified Cube, the mediator layer, and multiple data sources together. During
an analysis, decision-makers need only to choose measures and attributes in a con-
ceptual Unified Cube schema. The analysis is then processed by automatically (i)
extracting data from multiple sources and (ii) merging extracted data together to
prepare a business dashboard. In this way, decision-makers are freed from direct
interactions with multiple sources during analyses.

In this chapter, we describe our proposed decision-support process. As the concepts
of Unified Cubes have already been discussed in the previous chapter, we start by
presenting the three tasks that our proposed mediator fulfills during decision-making,
namely schema management (cf. section 1), schema reduction (cf. section 2), and
instance management (cf. section 3). Then, we present some analysis processing
methods which automatically generate analysis results according to decision-makers’
needs (cf. section 4).

1 Schema Management

The first task that our proposed mediator fulfills is to manage the business-oriented
representation of a Unified Cube. To enable analyses on Unified Cubes, business-
oriented concepts in a Unified Cube must be traceable to referents in data sources.
To do so, we propose a metamodel which offers a uniform way to access different
data sources through concepts in a Unified Cube. In this section, we describe the
components of the metamodel. An algorithm is proposed to automatically instantiate
the metamodel.

In the metamodel, concepts such as state, fact, measure, dimension, level and at-
tribute are modeled through classes. Composition relationships are used to associate
a containing class (e.g., Fact) with a contained class (e.g., Measures). Binary re-
lations between parent and child levels are represented by a recursive association
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Figure IV.2: Class diagram representation of the metamodel for
Unified Cubes

connected to the Level class. Level-measure mappings are managed by the associ-
ation named mapping between the classes Measure and Level. Extraction formulae
of measures and attributes are translated into executable queries (i.e., queryM and
queryA). A querying endpoint is associated with each measure and each attribute, so
that data instances can be extracted on-the-fly during analyses. The class diagram
of the metamodel is shown in figure IV.2.

We propose the algorithm 2 to instantiate the metamodel. As a first step, we
focus on the instantiation of a Unified Cube without reduction. Specifically, a single
state is instantiated without specifying any start date or end date (cf. line 1). Each
Unified Cube dimension is used to instantiate a Dimension class which is then added
in the state (cf. lines 2 and 4). For each level on the Unified Cube dimension, a
Level class is instantiated and associated with the corresponding Dimension class
(cf. lines 5 - 7). The extraction formula of an attribute in the Unified Cube is
transformed into an equivalent algebraic operation before being translated into an
executable query (cf. table III.1). An Attribute class is instantiated with a name, a
query and a query endpoint. It is then associated with the corresponding level (cf.
lines 8 - 13). The binary relations within a dimension are used to instantiate the
association between a child level instance and a parent level instance (cf. lines 15 -
17). A Fact class is instantiated and added in the state (cf. lines 19 and 20). An
executable query is generated for each measure based on the extraction formula (cf.
table III.1). With the measure’s name, translated query as well as query endpoint,
a Measure class is instantiated and associated with the fact (cf. lines 21 - 25). The
level-measure mappings in the Unified Cube are used to instantiate the association
between a measure instance and a set of level instances (cf. lines 26 - 29).
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Note that a Unified Cube without reduction consists of a special case of reduced
Unified Cube which includes one single state without validation period. Data reduc-
tion is carried out by creating a new state with a finite validation period based on
an existing state in the metamodel. Details about how a reduced Unified Cube is
managed by the metamodel will be discussed in the next section.

Algorithm 2: Metamodel Instantiation
input : A Unified Cube = {F; D; LM}
output: An instantiated metamodel

1 Instantiate the State class with no start date or end date
Statemeta = newState(NULL,NULL);

2 for each Di ∈ D do
3 Instantiate the Dimension class: Dmeta

i = newDimension(nDi);
4 Statemeta.addDim(Dmeta

i );
5 for each ld ∈ LDi do
6 Instantiate the Level class: lmeta

d = newLevel(nld);
7 Dmeta

i .addLvl(lmeta
d );

8 for each ax ∈ Ald do
9 Translate the extraction formula Eax into a query Qax ;

10 Get the attribute’s query endpoint URLax ;
11 Instantiate the Attribute class:

ameta
x = newAttribute(nax ;Qax ;URLax);

12 ameta
x .addLvl(lmeta

d ) ;
13 end
14 end
15 for each le 4Di lf do
16 lmeta

e .addParentLvl(lmeta
f ), lmeta

f .addChildLvl(lmeta
e );

17 end
18 end
19 Instantiate the Fact class: Fmeta = newFact(nF ) ;
20 Statemeta.addFact(Fmeta);
21 for each mg ∈MF do
22 Translate the extraction formula Emg into a queryQmg ;
23 Get the measure’s query endpoint URLmg ;
24 Instantiate the Measure class: mmeta

g = newMeasure(nmg ;Qmg ;URLmg );
25 Fmeta.addMea(mmeta

g );
26 Find levels Lr

\lh ×...× Lt
\lk associated with mg through level-measure

mappings LM, such as Lr
\lh ×...× Lt

\lk ⊆ L1 ×...× Ln, LM: Lr
\lh ×...×

Lt
\lk −→ mg;

27 for each level lh ∈ Lr
\lh ×...× Lt

\lk do
28 mg.addLvl(lmeta

h );
29 end
30 end

Example. We apply the algorithm to the Unified Cube in figure III.8. The instan-
tiated metamodel contains (i) one instance of Fact (ii) three instances of Measure,
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Figure IV.3: A snapshot of instantiated metamodel

(iii) three instances of Dimension, (iv) ten instances of Level with seven associa-
tions implementing the binary relation and fourteen associations implementing the
level-measure mapping, and (v) fifteen instances of Attribute. A snapshot of the in-
stantiated metamodel is presented in the form of an object diagram in figure IV.3.
For the sake of readability, the snapshot only includes some components of the Unified
Cube in figure III.8. In the snapshot, the Geography dimension includes three levels,
namely Salesman, City, and Country. A child level is associated with a parent level
through association named "is child level". The City level contains two attributes
from different sources, namely S_City from the DW and City from the LOD dataset.
The measure named AvgTemperature of the fact named Sales-Weather is mapped with
two summarizable levels named City and Country through level-measure mappings.

2 Schema Reduction

The second task that our proposed mediator fulfills is to manage schema reduction in
a Unified Cube. Data reduction is applied to a Unified Cube through Reduce functions
(section 2.4 in chapter III). A Reduce function is composed of three types of operators,
i.e. RollUpreduce, Dropreduce, and Addreduce (cf. section 2.4 in chapter III). Each
operator brings changes to the schema of a reduced Unified Cube. It is necessary to
update an instantiated metamodel according to schema changes caused by reduction
operators. To do so, we propose an algorithm for the execution of Reduce function.
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Note that functions used in our proposed algorithm are defined in the metamodel (cf.
figure IV.2).

Algorithm 3: Execution of Reduce function
input : an initial state Ek = {UCk;Tk}; the lowest levels Llowest on all

dimensions in the new state; a set of measure-levels pairs 〈madd,Lmadd
〉

such as madd is a measure to be added in the new state, Lmadd
is a set

of summarizable levels of the measure madd in the new state; a set of
measures Mdrop to be removed in the new state; a validation period
Trollup = [tstart; tEnd]

output: A new state EK+1

1 Create a Unified Cube UCtemp, such as Ftemp = Fk,Dtemp = Dk, LMtemp = LMk;
2 for each level lrollup ∈ Llowest do
3 Get the dimension of the level lrollup, Drollup = lrollup.getDim();
4 Call algorithm 4 (UCtemp;Drollup; lrollup);
5 end
6 for each pair of measure-levels 〈madd,Lmadd

〉 do
7 Call algorithm 5 (UCtemp;madd; Lmadd

);
8 end
9 for each measure mdrop ∈Mdrop do

10 Call algorithm 6 (UCtemp;mdrop);
11 end
12 Instantiate the State class Ek+1 = new State(tstart, tEnd);
13 Call algorithm 2 to instantiate metamodel with {Ftemp; Dtemp; LMtemp};
14 Ek+1.addFact(Ftemp);
15 for each dimension Dr ∈ Dtemp do
16 Ek+1.addDim(Dr);
17 end

The algorithm 3 first creates a temporary Unified Cube based on an initial state Ek

(cf. line 1). During the execution of a Reduced function, the schema of the temporary
Unified Cube is updated according to three groups of actions: (i) removing unwanted
levels from dimensions (cf. lines 2 - 5), (ii) adding new measures to the fact (cf.
lines 6 - 8), and (iii) removing unwanted measures from the fact (cf. lines 9 - 11).
Each group of action is performed by one corresponding reduction operator. Each
reduction operator modifies one part of the temporary Unified Cube’ schema. At
last, a new state Ek+1 is created in the metamodel based on the updated temporary
Unified Cube (cf. lines 12 - 17).

The first operator RollUpreduce (cf. table III.3) allows deleting levels under a
specified level for a certain period of time. With the absence of a specified level,
the whole dimension is removed from the new state. We propose the algorithm 4 to
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update the metamodel according to the deletion of levels.

Algorithm 4: Execution of the RollUpreduce operator
input : a Unified Cube UCtemp; a dimension to be reduced Drollup; a level lrollup

on the dimension Drollup

1 Find the set of measures MFtemp in the temporary Unified Cube,
MFtemp = Ek.getFact().getMeas();

2 if lrollup 6= NULL then
3 for each level li ∈ LDrollup \ lrollup.getParentLvls() do
4 Drollup.removeLvl(li);
5 Dtemp ←− Dtemp ∪Drollup;
6 for each measure mj ∈MUCtemp do
7 mj .removeLvl(li);
8 end
9 end

10 else
11 for each level lq ∈ LDrollup do
12 Drollup.removeLvl(lq);
13 for each measure mj ∈MUCtemp do
14 mj .removeLvl(lq) ;
15 end
16 end
17 end

The algorithm 4 for the Rollupreduce operator first finds the set of measures in
the temporary Unified Cube (cf. line 1). If a level is specified for the reduction,
the algorithm keeps its parent levels on the dimension and removes the level-measure
mappings involving the child levels (cf. lines 2 - 9). If no level is specified for the
reduction, the whole dimension Drollup is removed. The algorithm removes all level-
measure mappings involving levels on the removed dimension. (cf. lines 11 - 16).

The second operator Addreduce inserts a new measure into a new state (cf. table
III.5). Level-measure mappings are built between the new added measures and its
summarizable levels. We propose the algorithm 5 to update the metamodel according
to the insertion of measures.

Algorithm 5: Execution of the Addreduce operator
input : a Unified Cube UCtemp; an initial state Ek; a new measure madd; a set

of levels Ladd mapped to the new measure
1 Ftemp.addMea(madd);
2 for each level li ∈ Ladd do
3 madd.addLvl(li);
4 end
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The algorithm 5 for the Addreduce operator first adds the measure madd in the fact
of the temporary Unified Cube (cf. line 1). Then it creates mappings between the set
of specified summarizable levels and the newly added measure madd in the temporary
Unified Cube (cf. lines 2-4).

The third operator Dropreduce (cf. table III.4) removes a measure specified by
a decision-maker. Level-measure mappings involving the removed measure should
also be deleted accordingly. We propose the algorithm 6 to update the metamodel
according to the deletion of measures.

Algorithm 6: Execution of the Dropreduce operator
input : a Unified Cube UCtemp; a measure to be reduced mdrop

1 Find the set of levels Lmdrop mapped to the measure mdrop in the temporary
Unified Cube, such as Lmdrop = mdrop.getLvlsM();

2 for each level li ∈ Lmdrop do
3 mdrop.removeLvl(li);
4 end
5 Ftemp.removeMea(mdrop);

The algorithm 6 for the Dropreduce operator first finds the set of levels associated
with the measuremdrop(cf. line 1). Then, it removes level-measure mappings between
the measure mdrop and all involved levels (cf. lines 2 - 4). At last, the measure mdrop

is removed from the fact of the temporary Unified Cube (cf. line 5).

Example. The reduced Unified Cube in figure III.13 is defined through combina-
tions of reduction operators (cf. example in section 2.4). During the execution of
reduction operators, the metamodel is updated by the proposed algorithm. Figure
IV.4 shows how the instantiated metamodel in figure IV.3 evolves over time after
reduction.

• The first state E1 contains the most complete Geography dimension. During
the creation of the reduced state E2, the mappings between measures and levels
in E1 are stamped with a start date 2010 (i.e. the end date of E2) and an end
date 2017 (i.e. tnow) (cf. figure IV.4(a));

• After the execution of a RollUpreduce operator, the Geography dimension loses
the level named Salesman and all the attributes within the level Salesman in the
reduced state E2. The mappings between measures and levels in E2 are stamped
with the temporal interval [2000, 2010] specified by the decision-maker through
a reduction function (cf. figure IV.4(b));

• After the execution of another RollUpreduce operator, the Geography dimension
includes only one level named Country in the reduced state E3. The temporal
interval involved in the reduction function is used to tag the start date and the
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end date of the mapping between the measure AvgTemperature and the level
Country.

3 Instance Management

The third task that our proposed mediator fulfills is to manage equivalent instances.
In a Unified Cube, equivalent attribute instances from different sources are associated
together by correlative mappings (cf. section 1.4 in chapter III). Due to different
understandings of the same real-world concepts, equivalent attribute instances may
take heterogeneous forms in different data sources. To support analyses on Unified
Cubes, it is necessary to bridge the differences among multiple data sources at the
instance level. To do so, we propose a table of correspondences to mange correlative
mappings between related attribute instances from different sources. We apply some
syntax-based matching techniques to identify correspondences between syntactically
different attribute instances.

Definition IV.1. A table of correspondences links up pairs of correlative attribute
instances by annotating each pair with a confidence score. Its schema is denoted as
T = {id;nax ; iax ;nay ; iay ; scorexy}, where:

• id is an identifier ;

• nax is the name of the attribute ax;

• iax is an instance of the attribute ax, iax ∈ dom(ax);

• nay is the name of the attribute ay situated within the same level as the attribute
ax;

• iay is an instance of the attribute ay, iay ∈ dom(ay);

• scorexy is a normalized confidence score between iax and iay , scorexy ∈ [0, 1].

We propose the algorithm 7 to populate the table of correspondences.

The algorithm 7 first finds levels with multiple attributes (i.e. a level including
correlative mappings) (cf. lines 1 - 3). For each pair of attributes coming from two
different sources, it executes their extraction formulae (i.e. queryA) in the correspond-
ing querying endpoints (i.e. URLA) and matches extracted attribute instances. The
best matching instances are computed and inserted into the table of correspondences
with a confidence score (cf. lines 4 - 8).

Matching instances from different sources (cf. line 6 of algorithm 7) belongs to
the field of entity resolution [CES15; BG07]. Existing entity resolution processes are
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Figure IV.4: Evolutions of the instantiated metamodel over time
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Algorithm 7: Populating table of correspondences
input: The set of dimensions D of a Unified Cube implemented in the

metamodel
1 for each dimension Di ∈ D do
2 for each level lj ∈ LDi do
3 if |lj .getAtts()| > 1 then
4 for each pair of attributes ax, ay such as ax ∈ lj .getAtts(), ay ∈

lj .getAtts(), ax 6= ay ∧ ax.getURLA() 6= ay.getURLA() do
5 Execute the extraction formulae ax.getQueryA() and

ay.getQueryA() in ax.getURLA() and ay.getURLA()
respectively;

6 Matching extracted attribute instances dom(ax) and dom(ay);
7 Insert the best matching instances into the table of correspondences

with the obtained similarity as the confidence score;
8 end
9 end

10 end
11 end

designed for matching instances from sources of the same type. Classically, prob-
lems of matching instances from sources of different types are handled in a simplistic
way by transforming heterogeneous sources into a common format and then follow-
ing a process designed for homogeneous sources. However, as more and more data
are involved in matching nowadays, it is not efficient to carry out matching with a
transformation stage. The matching should be performed directly between different
sources, regardless if the sources belong to the same type or not.

To do so, we propose a process based on techniques which are generic enough
to enable direct matching of instances from heterogeneous sources. As shown in
figure IV.5, the process starts with a stage which generates matching candidates
directly from raw data. The second stage consists of calculating the similarity between
matching candidates. The final stage determines the best matches between the two
sets of instances.

Figure IV.5: Process of matching between two sets of instances from
different sources

Specifically, during the first stage, we apply some processing techniques to prepare
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attribute instances for the matching. First, we fix the matching cardinality to 1:1
(i.e. injective mapping), which assumes one instance in a source can be matched with
only one instance in the other source. Second, we normalize descriptive information
of instances by eliminating stylistic differences due to capitalization, punctuation,
and non-Latin characters. Third, we propose several solutions to set up the matching
candidates in string form.

• A straightforward setup consists of concatenating all descriptive information
into one long string. We denote this setup as Concatenated. The opposite setup
is to compare individually descriptive information of the same kind [KMS04].
We denote this setup as Separated. Some descriptive information may contain
useless parts, e.g., name spaces such as the prefix eg:1;

• We propose a setup named Optimized which removes useless parts to keep only
information related to matching [CH13]. The opposite setup is denoted Unpro-
cessed, as it takes descriptive information "As-Is" without any modification.

Combinations of different setups are illustrated with examples in figure IV.6.

Figure IV.6: Combinations of setups for matching candidates

Remark. In the case where each instance is described by one unique string, the
matching is carried out directly with the unique description of an instance without
any matching setup. For instance, in our running example, the city of Toulouse is
described by a string "Toulouse" in the DW and a string "Toulouse 31000 " in the
LOD dataset (cf. figures III.2 and III.3). The two strings "Toulouse" and "Toulouse
31000 " are directly used during matching. No matching setup is applied.

During the second stage, we rely on string similarity measures to calculate a con-
fidence score between 0 and 1 for each pair of matching candidates. String similarity
measures are widely used as syntax-based matching technique in the field of entity

1eg:<http://www.example.org/>
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resolution [GM12], for instance, record linkage between warehoused data [BT06] and
instance matching between LOD [Cas+11]. We find out sixteen widely-used string
similarity measures in the scientific literature. We carry out some experimental assess-
ments to find out the most efficient string similarity measures. Based on the results,
we identify three string similarity measures, namely N Grams Distance [Ukk92], Lev-
enshtein [YB07], and Smith Waterman [Pea91], which are generic and efficient enough
to fit for various matching tasks. Details about our experimental assessments will be
presented in the next chapter.

Remark. The matching based on string similarity measures are often reinforced
by some auxiliary techniques. One of the most widely used auxiliary techniques is
semantic-based. It relies on formally described semantics to perform deductive match-
ing methods. However, in nowadays open, evolving world, different sources usually
adopt different methods to describe the semantics. Matching two sources with well-
defined semantics through semantic-based techniques is already hard enough, e.g.
ontology and instance matching tracks of Ontology Alignment Evaluation Initiative 2,
not to mention difficulties in matching data from semantic-light sources, such as DWs.
The semantics in a DW are not rich enough, since they are defined during the design
phase and not explicitly represented after implementation [Euz13]. An intermediate
ontology is generally used to provide additional semantics of warehoused data [GC07].
Building an intermediate ontology usually requires the intervention of domain experts
and thus is hardly automated. Moreover, the slightest error in an intermediate on-
tology can introduce hidden bias in matching. Therefore, semantic-based techniques
using an intermediate ontology are neither generic nor efficient enough to be applied
to instance matching in a Unified Cube.

During the third stage, we determine the best matches by finding 1:1 matchings
between two sets of instances. The stable-marriage algorithm [GI89] provides an effec-
tive solution for identifying mutually accepted matchings between two datasets. The
algorithm repeats the following steps until all instances in two datasets are matched:
let D1 and D2 be two datasets, (i) an unmatched instance in D1 establishes a map-
ping with the most similar instance in D2 if no previous mapping is broken between
them and (ii) an instance in D2 accepts a mapping from D1 and breaks an existing
mapping (if any) when the new mapping comes from a more similar instance in D1.
A set of best matches between two data sources is produced. Then, it is used to
populate the table of correspondences.

Example. In the Unified Cube of our running example (cf. figure III.8), the
geographical dimension DGeography includes a levels lCity which regroups attributes
from both DW and LOD dataset (cf. figure III.8). A City from the DW is described
through its name, e.g. Toulouse (cf. figure III.1), while the same city from the
LOD dataset associates a zip code with the city’s name, e.g. Toulouse 31000 (cf.

2http://oaei.ontologymatching.org/
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figure III.3). To match attribute instances referring to the same city, we apply the
N Grams Distance string similarity measure. After applying the stable-marriage
algorithm, we find the 1:1 matchings between cities from the two sources. The table
of correspondences is used to manage correlative city instances (cf. figure IV.7)

Figure IV.7: An extract of the table of correspondences

4 Analysis Processing

Our proposed mediator enables interactions between the business-oriented layer and
the data sources at both schema and instance levels. It enables decision-makers
to explore multiple sources through a Unified Cube. After source exploration, it is
necessary to enable analyses on data from multiple sources in a user-friendly manner.
Decision-makers should only interact with some business-oriented concepts of Unified
Cubes without worrying about data sources’ schemas and instances.

We propose an analysis processing process to support decision-making in a user-
friendly way. As shown in figure IV.8, the process takes as input a set of attributes
and measures chosen by a decision-maker through a conceptual Unified Cube (cf.
arrow 1). It produces as output one analysis result (cf. arrow 4). During the process,
an analysis is carried out by automatically generating queries to extract data from
sources (cf. arrow 2). Extracted data are automatically collected and merged into
one overall analysis result (cf. arrow 3).

In this section, we first describe how queries are automatically generated for an
analysis (cf. section 4.1). Then, we present how data extracted from different sources
are merged into one analysis result (cf. section 4.2). At last, we show how analyses
are adjusted if decision-makers mistakenly choose unavailable elements in reduced
Unified Cubes (cf. section 4.3).

4.1 Query Generation

With the help of a Unified Cube, a decision-maker can express an analysis need by
choosing a set of measures and attributes. To facilitate decision-makers’ analysis
tasks, queries are automatically generated by the algorithm 8. It takes as input
measures and attributes specified by a decision-maker. By referring to the metamodel
(cf. section 1), the algorithm 8 determines which data should be extracted from
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Figure IV.8: Analysis process based on the mediator

sources. The output of the algorithm is a set of queries. Each query combines
together extraction formulae of measures and attributes from the same source.

Examples. To better explain how the algorithm works, we provide some analysis
examples in table IV.1. The involved Unified Cube is the one in the previous running
example (cf. figure III.8).

The first analysis includes a measure and an attribute from different sources. The
algorithm firstly finds the set of levels linked to the measure mAvgT emperature (cf.
line 3, LmAvgT emperature = {lCity; lCountry; lMonth; lY ear}). Then it retrieves the cho-
sen attribute’s level (cf. lines 6, laD_Key = lIDDate. By comparing laD_Key with
LmAvgT emperature , the algorithm finds that the chosen measure is not linked to the
level of the chosen attributes (cf. line 7, laD_Key /∈ LmAvgT emperature ). It displays a
warning message and stops executing (cf. line 8). No query is generated for the first
analysis. Through the first example, we can see our proposed algorithm is reliable
enough to detect analysis needs that are not supported by a Unified Cube

The second analysis corresponds to a classical multidimensional analysis involving
only one data source. In this case, measures and attributes can be directly queried
from the source. Specifically, after verifying that mQuantity and aS_City come from
the same source, the algorithm combines their extraction formulae together (cf. lines
10 and 11). The generated query in figure IV.9 shows that a Unified Cube supports
classical analyses involving one data source.
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Algorithm 8: Automatic Query Generation
input : A set of measures M ; a set of attributes A
output: A set of generated queries Q = {q1; . . . qn }

1 Create an empty set of attributes AM,AM = ∅;
2 for each me ∈M do
3 Get all levels linked to me: Lme = me.getLvlsM();
4 Create an empty list of attributes Ame ,Ame = ∅ ;
5 for each ax ∈ A do
6 Get the level of ax: lax = ax.getLvl();
7 if lax /∈ Lme then
8 Impossible analysis, break the execution and display a warning

message;
9 else

10 if ax.getURLA() = mx.getURLM() then
11 Add the attribute ax in the list Ame ;
12 else
13 Get the set of attributes on the level lax : Alax = lax .getAtts();
14 if ∃ay ∈ Alax such as ay.getURLA() = me.getURLM() then
15 Add the attribute ay in the list Ame ;
16 else
17 Find an attribute ayBis, such as

ayBis.getLvl() ∈ lax .getChildLvls() ∧ @az ∈
ayBis.getLvl().getParentLvl().getAtts(), az.getURLA() =
me.getURLM() ;

18 Add the attribute ayBis in the list Ame ;
19 end
20 end
21 end
22 end
23 Get the query of the measure me: qme = me.getQueryM();
24 for each ap ∈ Ame do
25 Add ap.getQueryA() in qme ;
26 Add ap in the grouping predicates in qme ;
27 end
28 Add qme in Q;
29 AM ←− AM ⋃

Ame ;
30 if A \AM 6= ∅ then
31 for each ax ∈ A \AM do
32 Add ak.getQueryA() in Q
33 end
34 end
35 end

The third analysis calculates a measure according to an attribute from a different
source. The algorithm first retrieves all attributes within the same level of aS_City (cf.
line 13, AlaS_City = {aCity, aS_City}). An attribute aCity is found in the same source
as the measure mAvgT emperature (cf. line 14, aCity ∈ AlaS_City

, aCity.getURLA() =
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Table IV.1: Analysis needs with corresponding measures and at-
tributes

Analysis need DW LOD Comment
1. Daily average temper-
ature

aD_Key mAvgT emperature impossible
2. Sale quantity by city mQuantity,

aS_City

n/a direct querying

3. Average temperature
by city aS_City mAvgT emperature multi-source
4. Annual average tem-
perature aY ear mAvgT emperature multi-source,

adaptation
5. Annual sale quantity
and average temperature
by city

mQuantity,
aS_City, aY ear

mAvgT emperature direct querying,
multi-source,
adaptation

mAvgT emperature.getURLM()). The extraction formulae of mAvgT emperature and aCity

are combined together in the same way as the second analysis (cf. line 15). The
algorithm finds that the relative complement of AlaS_City in the chosen attribute set
A is not empty (cf. line 30, A \ AlaS_City = aS_City). The extraction formula of
aS_City is added in the set of generated queries (cf. lines 31 - 33). Figure IV.10 shows
the two generated queries of the third analysis.

The fourth analysis involves two different sources. No attribute within the level
of aY ear belongs to the source of mAvgT emperature (cf. lines 13 and 14, ∀ay ∈ laY ear .

getAtts(), ay.getURLA() 6= mAvgT emperature.getULLM()). Adaptations are needed
to generate executable queries for each source. To do so, the algorithm finds aY earMonth

which belongs to a lower level of laY ear and the highest level available in the source
of mAvgT emperature (cf. line 17, laY earMonth ∈ laY ear .getChildLvls()∧∀az ∈ laY earMonth .

getParentLvl().getAtts(), az.getURLA() 6= mAvgT emperature.getURLM()). The first
query is generated by combining together the extraction formulae of aY earMonth and
mAvgT emperature (cf. lines 10 and 11), while the second query is generated by directly
combining the extraction formula of aY ear and aD_Month (cf. lines 18, 32). Due to
limited space, figure IV.11 shows only the two generated queries of the fourth analysis.

The fifth analysis unifies measures and attributes from two different sources. The
extraction formulae of mQuantity, aS_City, and aY ear are combined together (cf. lines
10 and 11). Then, the first query is generated by adding the extraction formula of
aD_Month after the adaptation step (cf. line 17). Next, the algorithm finds attributes
aCity and aY earMonth from the LOD dataset (cf. lines 13, 14 and 17). The second
query is generated by referring to the extraction formulae of mAvgT emperature, aCity,
and aY earMonth (cf. lines 15 and 18). The last analysis covers all previously discussed
scenarios: from a single source to multiple sources with and without adaptation.
Figure IV.12 shows the two generated queries of the fifth analysis.
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Figure IV.9: Gener-
ated query of the sec-

ond analysis

Figure IV.10: Gen-
erated queries of the

third analysis

4.2 Analysis Result Generation

After the execution of generated queries, several query results are returned from
different sources. It is difficult for decision-makers to obtain an overall perspective
from different query results containing data of different types. It is necessary to
provide decision-makers with a dashboard unifying all data related to an analysis. To
do so, we propose to merge all query results into one single analysis result which will
be then used to build a dashboard. Both query results and analysis results can be
considered as a set of attribute instances possibly linked to a set of measure values.

Definition IV.2. A result is denoted as Ri = {VRi ; IRi ; fRi}, where:

• VRi = ∅ ∨ {val(m1), . . . , val(mf )} is an empty set or a set of measure values;
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Figure IV.11: Gen-
erated queries of the

fourth analysis
Figure IV.12: Gen-
erated queries of the

fifth analysis

• IRi = {IDi , . . . , IDp} is a non-empty set of attribute instances organized ac-
cording to dimensions. ∀IDx ∈ IRi , IDx refers to the attribute instances on the
dimension Dx;

• fRi : VRi −→ IRi is a function associating each n-tuple of measure values
{vm1 , . . . , vmf } to one n-tuple of attribute instances {ia1 , . . . , iae }, where
∀vmx ∈ {vm1 , . . . , vmf }, vmx is a value of the measure mx (i.e. vmx ∈ val(mx)
) and ∀iay ∈ {ia1 , . . . , iae}, iay is an instance of the attribute ay (i.e. iay ∈
dom(ay)). In particular, when a result contains only attribute instances with-
out any measure value (i.e. VRi = ∅), fRi is an empty function.

Example. Figure IV.13 shows the result of the second analysis indicating sale
quantity by city.

Figure IV.13: An example of analysis result

To build an analysis result from one or several query results, we propose the algo-
rithm 9. Specifically, if only one single source is involved in an analysis, the algorithm
directly generates an analysis result based on the unique query result (cf. lines 1 and
2). When multiple sources are included in an analysis, related data instances scat-
tered in several query results are associated together. To do so, the algorithm first
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creates a temporary result Rtemp based on a query result containing some measure
values (cf. lines 4 and 5). Then, each n-tuple of attribute instances in Rtemp is asso-
ciated with a related n-tuple in query result Ri. This is done by referring to tuples in
the table of correspondences (cf. lines 6 - 11). Meanwhile, if Ri includes some mea-
sures, related measure values from Rtemp and Ri are grouped together and linked to
the corresponding attribute instances in Rtemp (cf. lines 12 and 13). If no measure is
involved in Ri, only measure values from Rtemp are associated with related attribute
instances (cf. line 15). At last, a single analysis result is generated by aggregating
the measures in Rtemp according to the attributes specified by a decision-maker (cf.
lines 20 and 21).

Algorithm 9: Automatic generation of Analysis Result
input : the set of chosen attributes A; a set of query results returned from

sources R = {R1, . . . , Rn}.
output: A single analysis result RAnalysis

1 if |R|=1 then
2 RAnalysis = R;
3 else
4 Find a query result Rx, such as Rx ∈ R ∧VRx 6= ∅;
5 Create a temporary result Rtemp, set Rtemp ←− Rx;
6 Get the set of tuples T = {T1, . . . , Tk} in the table of correspondences;
7 for each result Ri ∈ R ∧Ri 6= Rx do
8 for each set of attribute instance IDx on the dimension Dx in result Ri,

IDx ⊆ IRi do
9 Find the set of attribute instances IDx

bis on the same dimension Dx in
IRtemp ;

10 for each pair of instances iap and iaq , such as iap ∈ IDx ∧iaq ∈ IDx
bis

∧∃id ∈ N, ∃score ∈ R, there exists a tuple in the table of
correspondances, such as
{id, ap.getNameA(), iap , aq.getNameA(), iaq , score} ∈ T do

11 Associate iap with iaq in Rtemp;
12 if VRi 6= ∅ then
13 Create fRtemp between VRi ∪VRtemp and IDx ∪ IDx

bis ;
14 else
15 Create fRtemp between VRtemp and IDx ∪ IDx

bis ;
16 end
17 end
18 end
19 end
20 Aggregate Rtemp according to the chosen attributes A;
21 RAnalysis ←− Rtemp;
22 end

Example. To explain the execution of the algorithm 9, we illustrate how the
analysis result is generated for the the most complex analysis (the fifth analysis) in
table IV.1. Remember that two queries were generated for this analysis. The first one
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aggregates the sum of mQuantity by aS_City, aD_Month and aY ear, while the second
one aggregates the average mAvgT emperature by aCity and aY earMonth.

After the execution of the two queries, the algorithm 9 receives two results from
both the DW and the LOD dataset. It first creates a temporary result Rtemp in figure
IV.14 (1) based on the first query result from the DW (cf. lines 4 and 5). Then, the
temporal result is associated with the second query result from the LOD dataset
(cf.figure IV.14 (2)). During this step, attribute instances involved in correlative
mappings are grouped together by referring to the table of correspondences (cf. lines
6 - 10 in algorithm 9). Next, measure values are associated to their corresponding
attribute instances in the temporal result Rtemp in figure IV.14 (3) (cf. lines 11 and
12 in algorithm 9).

Figure IV.14: Combining query results from DW and LOD dataset

Figure IV.15: Final result of the analysis on annual sale quantity
and average temperature by city

The final analysis result is generated by aggregating measures according to at-
tributes chosen by a decision-maker. In our example, aS_City and aY ear consists of
the chosen attributes of the analysis (cf. table 2). The algorithm automatically gener-
ates a query shown in figure IV.15 (1). The temporary result is aggregated according
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to aS_City and aY ear (cf. lines 19 and 20 in algorithm 9). The final analysis result is
shown in figure IV.15 (2).

4.3 Analysis Adjustment in reduced Unified Cubes

Data reduction brings changes in Unified Cubes by deleting unwanted elements speci-
fied by decision-makers. Consequently, attributes in deleted levels become unavailable
in old states. The number of possible analyses supported by a reduced Unified Cube
depends on the temporal interval chosen by a decision-maker: the older a temporal
interval is, the fewer the number of possible analyses becomes. Analyses which are not
supported by a reduced Unified Cube need to be replaced by other alternative anal-
yses. We propose two methods, namely Depth-first and Breadth-first, which adjust
mistaken analyses including unavailable elements.

• theDepth-first method attaches more importance to the levels chosen by decision-
makers. It maintains all chosen attributes and measures while removing old
periods from the temporal interval until all chosen attributes become available;

• the Breadth-first method gives priority to the span of temporal interval involved
in analyses. It keeps as large as possible the span of temporal interval while
replacing unavailable attributes by the ones at higher level. The adjustment
is not finished until the set of attributes involved in analysis can be found
in all involved states. Note that the Breadth-first method cannot adjust an
unavailable measure.

To facilitate analysis tasks, the adjustment is carried out automatically. We propose
the algorithm 10 which automates the adjustment of analyses over reduced data based
on the method chosen by a decision-maker.

Example. Based on the reduced Unified Cube in figure III.13, a decision-maker
wants to analyze sale quantity by city from 1990 to 2010. Two states are involved in
this analysis, namely E2 and E3 (cf. line 1). Since the attribute aS_City is removed
from the state E3 between 1990 to 2000 (cf. lines 2 - 4), the analysis must be adjusted.

• According to the Depth-first method, the attribute aS_City specified by the
decision-maker remains unchanged. The temporal interval is shortened by pro-
gressively removing old states’ validation period (cf. lines 5 - 7). In this case,
the validation period [1990, 2000] of the state E3 is removed from the temporal
interval of the analysis. The remainder interval [2000, 2010] corresponds to the
state E2 in which the attribute aS_City is available. Finally, the decision-maker
can analyze sale quantity by city from 2000 to 2010.
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Algorithm 10: Adjustment of reduced analyses
input : the set of chosen attributes A; the set of chosen measures M ; a

temporal interval TAnalysis = [tstart; tend]; the chosen adjustment
method methodadjust

output: An analysis result RAnalysis

1 Find the set of states Eanalysis involved in analysis, such as
∀Ei ∈ Eanalysis, Ti ∩ TAnalysis 6= ∅ ;

2 for each state Ei ∈ Eanalysis do
3 Find the set of attributes in the state AEi ;
4 while ∃ak ∈ A, ak /∈ AEi ∨ ∃mx ∈M,mx /∈MEi do
5 if methodadjust = Depth-first then
6 Eanalysis = Eanalysis\Ei;
7 I ←− I \ Ti;
8 else
9 if ∃mx ∈M,mx /∈MEi then

10 Impossible analysis, break the execution and display a warning
message;

11 else
12 A←− A \ ak;
13 aj ←− ak ;
14 while aj /∈ AEi do
15 Find an attribute am from the same source as aj on a higher

level, such as
am.getLvl() ∈ aj .getLvl().getParentLvl()∧ am.getURLA() =
aj .getURLA();

16 aj ←− am ;
17 end
18 A←− A ∪ aj ;
19 end
20 end
21 end
22 Get a set of generated queries for the state Ei: Q = call Algorithm 8(M; A)

;
23 Executed queries Q in sources and get the set of query results R ;
24 Generate a partial analysis result for the state Ei: REi = call Algorithm

9(A; R) ;
25 RAnalysis ←− RAnalysis ∪REi ;
26 end
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• According to the Breadth-first method, the temporal interval [1990, 2010] chosen
by the decision-maker remains unchanged. The unavailable attribute aS_City is
replaced by an attribute situated on the nearest common level of the involved
states E2 and E3 (cf. lines 12 - 18). In this case, the attribute aS_Country

within the level lCountry replaces the attribute aS_City to ensure that the analysis
includes data from as many states as a decision-maker wants. Finally, the
decision-maker can analyze sale quantity by country from 1990 to 2010 ;

5 Conclusion

A conceptual Unified Cube unifies business data and web data in a business-oriented
representation. It is necessary to facilitate analysis tasks on Unified Cubes. Decision-
makers should only interact with some business-oriented concepts of Unified Cubes
without worrying about data sources’ schemas and instances.

In this chapter, we have proposed a two-layer decision-support process which en-
ables analyses on Unified Cubes in a user-friendly manner (cf. figure IV.16). The first
layer contains a conceptual Unified Cube which provides a business-oriented represen-
tation of multiple data sources. During analyses, decision-makers only interact with
the business-oriented layer. The second layer includes a mediator which manages
interactions between the business-oriented layer and multiple data sources at both
the schema and the instance levels. Specifically, the mediator (i) provides a uniform
manner to access different sources involved in a Unified Cube (cf. metamodel and
instantiation algorithm 2 in section 1), (ii) updates the access to sources according
to schema changes caused by reduction (cf. algorithms 3, 4, 5, and 6 of the reduction
function as well as the reduction operators in section 2), and (iii) bridges the differ-
ences among multiple data sources at the instances level (cf. table of correspondences
and population algorithm 7 in section 3).

We have proposed some analysis processing methods which automatically produce
an analysis result after extracting data from multiple sources. Specifically, decision-
makers start an analysis by specifying attributes and measures in a conceptual Unified
Cube. Our proposed analysis processing methods automatically (i) generate queries
to extract data from sources (cf. algorithm 8 in section 4.1), (ii) merge extracted
data together to prepare a dashboard (cf. algorithm 9 in section 4.2). Moreover, our
proposed methods are reliable enough to identify and adjust unsupported analyses
on Unified Cubes after reduction (cf. algorithm 10 in section 4.3).

The advantages of our proposed decision-support process are multiple. First, it
scales easily facing large amounts of data. It manages only an overall view of mul-
tiple sources without storing all data into a centralized repository. Second, our pro-
posed decision-support process always provides up-to-date data to decision-makers.
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Figure IV.16: Summary of the user-friendly process enabling
decision-making on Unified Cubes

Business data and web data are both queried on-the-fly during analyses. Last but
not least, our proposed decision-support process facilitates decision-makers’ analy-
sis tasks. A dashboard based on data from various sources is automatically created
in an on-demand manner. In this way, the distribution of data throughout multiple
sources, the different schemas of various sources, and the complex querying languages
with specific syntax are all hidden from end users by our proposed decision-support
process.
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Chapter V

Experimental Assessments and
Prototypes

In the previous chapters, we have proposed the conceptual modeling of Unified Cubes
and an approach of decision-making on Unified Cubes. It is necessary to illustrate
the feasibility and benefits of our proposal. To do so, we carry out two experimental
assessments and develop two prototypes covering different roles played by a Unified
Cube in a decision-making process (cf. figure V.1).

Figure V.1: Objectives of the experimental assessments and the pro-
totypes

Before decision-making, the schema of a Unified Cube is built by designers. The
schema needs to be completed with correlative instances from different sources. To
do so, we have proposed an instance matching process in the mediator layer (cf.
section 3 in chapter IV). It is necessary to illustrate the feasibility and efficiency of
our proposed matching process.

During decision-making, a Unified Cube supports analyses on both warehoused
data and LOD in a user-friendly way. During analyses, decision-makers only interact
with some business-oriented concepts. Based on our proposed mediator layer and
analysis processing process, data are automatically extracted from multiple sources
and integrated into one analysis result (cf. chapter IV). It is necessary to show the
feasibility of analyses on Unified Cubes.

After decision-making, decision-makers can notice the significant improvement in
querying efficiency in a reduced Unified Cube. A reduced Unified Cube supports
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efficient decision-making by keeping only useful elements for analyses over time. It
is necessary to measure the improvement in query execution efficiency after data
reduction.

In this chapter, we first carry out some experimental assessments to show the
feasibility and efficiency of matching correlative instances from different sources (cf.
section 1). Then, we illustrate the feasibility of analyses on unreduced Unified Cubes
and reduced Unified Cubes through two prototypes (cf. sections 2 and 3). At last,
we carry out some experimental assessments to study the benefits of data reduction
(cf. section 4).

1 Before Decision-making: Feasibility and Efficiency of
Matching Correlative Instances

The schema of a Unified Cube is defined by a designer. The metamodel in the mediator
layer is automatically instantiated through an instantiation algorithm (cf. section 1
in chapter IV). At the instance level, correlative instances from different sources need
to be matched and stored in a table of correspondences.

The first role of Unified Cubes in a decision-making process is to automatically
match correlative instances of attributes within the same level. To do so, we propose
a process based on string similarity measures to identify correlative instances with
or without formally described data semantics (cf. section 3 in chapter IV). In this
section, we carry out some experimental assessments to study the feasibility and
efficiency of our matching process. The experimental procedure is shown in figure
V.2.

In this section, we first describe the inputs of our experimental assessments com-
posed of two data collections and sixteen string similarity measures (cf. section 1.1).
Second, we present the results of our experimental assessments. We also discuss the
influences of four matching setups and different features of data collections on match-
ing efficacy and efficiency (cf. section 1.2). Third, based on the experimental results,
we propose some generic guidelines for efficient use of string similarity measures to
match correlative instances in a Unified Cube (cf. section 1.3). At last, we vali-
date our proposed guidelines by using benchmarks of Ontology Alignment Evaluation
Initiative 1 (cf. section 1.4)

1http://oaei.ontologymatching.org/
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Figure V.2: Experimental Procedure

1.1 Input

During our experimental assessments, we use two collections of real-world data. Each
collection covers a specific domain and has distinctive features.

The first collection is named GeoData. It contains geographic data in the RDF
format published by the UK Department for Communities and Local Government
(CLG)2. The CLG provides multidimensional LOD datasets related to social hous-
ing, taxation of local governments, etc. Most CLG datasets contain a geographic
dimension composed of one level named District. The geographic dimension can be
completed by adding more levels such as County and Region published by the Of-
fice for National Statistics (ONS)3. To do so, each District from the CLG dataset
is associated with a corresponding District from the ONS dataset through the prop-
erty owl:sameAs. These correspondences are used as baselines, i.e. a set of ac-
tual mappings between instances from two datasets. The objective is to match
237 non-metropolitan districts from the CLG dataset with 280 non-metropolitan
and metropolitan districts from the ONS dataset. The percentage of mismatches
is (280 − 237)/237 = 18.14%. The CLG dataset includes 25 079 RDF triples, while

2http://opendatacommunities.org/
3http://statistics.data.gov.uk/
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Table V.1: Details of the datasets used in our experimental assess-
ments

Title Datasets Mismatch Expected
Matching

Avg
LengthName Volume

GeoData CLG 25079 triples 18.14% 237 pairs 24.6ONS 4256 triples

DBLP0 ReSIST 16983 triples 0% 1000 pairs

290

L3S 23549 triples

DBLP10 ReSIST 18680 triples 10% 1000 pairsL3S 25819 triples

DBLP20 ReSIST 20423 triples 20% 1000 pairsL3S 28100 triples

DBLP30 ReSIST 22069 triples 30% 1000 pairsL3S 30422 triples

DBLP40 ReSIST 23778 triples 40% 1000 pairsL3S 32900 triples

DBLP50 ReSIST 25512 triples 50% 1000 pairsL3S 35344 triples

the ONS dataset contains only 4256 RDF triplet. Descriptive information about dis-
tricts, such as name and type, is relatively short. The average string length is 24.6
characters including data type descriptors and name spaces.

The second collection is named DBLP. It contains bibliographic data related to
scientific publications provided by DBLP (e.g. conference papers, journal articles,
etc.). Two different implementations of the bibliographic data are managed by the
European Network of Excellence ReSIST 4 and the L3S Research Center5. The base-
lines consist of a set of owl:sameAs properties which links each publication hosted by
ReSIST to a corresponding publication hosted by L3S. We extract 1000 publications
from the ReSIST and the L3S datasets. Each extracted publication from ReSIST has
one unique equivalent publication extracted from L3S. We then introduce different
percents of mismatches in extracted data by adding in one dataset some publications
which have no equivalent one in the other dataset. Six scale factors of mismatches
are proposed to include from 0% to 50% mismatches in both the ReSIST and the L3S
datasets. The objective is to correctly find the 1000 corresponding publications. The
ReSIST datasets include from 16983 to 25512 triples, while the L3S datasets contain
from 23549 to 35344 triples. Descriptive information about publications, such as title
and conference name, is composed of long strings. The average string length is about
290 characters including data type descriptors and name spaces.

A summary of the datasets used in our experimental assessments is provided in
table V.1.

4http://dblp.rkbexplorer.com/sparql
5http://dblp.l3s.de/d2r/sparql.
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We find out sixteen generic and widely-used string similarity measures in the sci-
entific literature. Based on the definition, we classify the similarity measures into six
groups (cf. table V.2).

1.2 Experimental Assessments

1.2.1 Protocol

The objective of the experimental assessments is to find out if string similarity mea-
sures can be used to match correlative attribute instances. And if so, how and when
they should be used to maximize their efficiency during the matching. To do so, we
must answer the following questions.

• Do string similarity measures of the same group have similar efficiency when
being applied to the same data sources?

• Does each group of string similarity measures keeps the same efficiency when
being applied to different data sources?

• What are the influence factors on the efficiency of string similarity measures?

The matching candidates are formed according to four combinations of matching
setups, namely Concatenated&Unprocessed, Concatenated&Optimized, Separated&
Unprocessed, and Separated&Optimized (cf. section 3 in chapter IV). The efficiency
of each string similarity measure is evaluated through the F-measure and the runtime.
Specifically, we compare the result obtained by each string similarity measure with
baselines to calculate the precision and recall scores of the matching. The precision
is the ratio of the number of true positives to the retrieved mappings, while the recall
is the ratio of the number of true positives to the actual mappings expected. The
F-measure is calculated for each string similarity measure by combining the precision
and the recall, such as: F −measure = 2× precision× recall÷ (precision+ recall).
The runtime consists of the CPU time (in seconds) recorded during the execution of
each string similarity measure. A similarity measure is efficient if it produces a high
F-measure within a short time.

All similarity measures are implemented within an open source Java library6. De-
veloped by UK Sheffield University, this Java library is widely used by both software
developers and matching campaigns organized by Ontology Alignment Evaluation Ini-
tiative. The hardware configuration of the multi-threads execution environment is as
follows: CPU of two AMD Opteron 6262HE with 16 cores, RAM of 128 GB and SAS
10K disk.

6https://sourceforge.net/projects/simmetrics/
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Table V.2: Sixteen string similarity measures according to six groups

Similarity
Measure

Description Group
1 Soundex A string similarity measure based on phonetic

encoding to match homophones
Phonetic

2 N Grams An approximate string similarity measure com-
paring subsequences of N characters between two
strings

Subsequence
based

3 Levenshtein One of the most widely used string similarity
measures based on edit distance, i.e. copy, sub-
stitute, insert and delete a character from one
string to another

Edit Distance

4 Needleman
Wunch

A weighted variant of Levenshtein by adding a
variable cost to the gap, i.e. insert and delete

5 Smith
Waterman

A variant of Needleman Wunch which is origi-
nally developed to identify optimal matching be-
tween related DNA and protein sequences

6 Smith
Waterman
Gotoh

An extension of Smith Waterman by adding a
scoring system of gap penalty to align small por-
tion of genetic codes

7 Monge
Elkan

An extension of Smith Waterman by allowing a
specific gap penalty function between sequences

8 Jaro A linear sum assignment variant of edit distance
originally developed in the field of record linkage

Jaro9 JaroWinkler A variant of Jaro similarity measure which is bet-
ter suited for short strings

10 Block
Distance

A similarity measure based on n-dimensional
vector space defined through the characters of
input strings. The similarity is calculated by
summing the edge distances Characters

based11 Cosine
Similarity

Instead of summing the edge distances, this vari-
ant calculates the cosine value of the angle be-
tween input strings

12 Matching
Coefficient

A basic vector-based string similarity measures
comparing terms (or sets of characters) within
strings. The position of the terms is not taken
into account

Term based

13 Dice
Similarity

Also known as F1 score, it is defined as twice the
number of common terms divided by the total
number of terms in both input strings

14 Overlap
Coefficient

It is defined as the size of common terms divided
by the size of the shortest input string

15 Jaccard It is defined as the size of the intersection divided
by the size of the union of terms within the input
strings

16 Euclidean
Distance

The similarity is measured through the length of
the line segment between two vectors composed
of input strings’ terms
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1.2.2 Observations and Discussions

1.2.2.1 F-Measure of String Similarity Measures The first tests consist of
comparing the F-measure of string similarity measures according to different influence
factors.

Influences of matching setups on F-measure Our first objective is to study
if the F-measure of a string similarity measure changes with different matching setups.
More specifically, we intend to study:

• if the best F-measure of each similarity measure varies according to different
matching setups;

• if the threshold producing the best F-measure (so-called optimal threshold) for
a given similarity measure changes with matching setups;

• if the similarity measure producing the highest F-measure for a given dataset
is the same according to different matching setups;

• if the value of the highest F-measure obtained in a dataset changes with match-
ing setups.

With these questions, we record the best F-measure and the corresponding optimal
threshold of each string similarity measure executed in geographical and bibliographic
datasets (cf. table V.1). We notice that matching results of bibliographic datasets
are similar to each other. For simplicity reason and due to limited space, we present
result obtained in the largest bibliographic datasets (i.e. DBLP50). Figures V.3 and
V.4 show the top 5 similarity measures producing the highest F-measure respectively
in DBLP50 and GeoData datasets.

Observations From figures V.3 and V.4, we can see that the best F-measure
of a similarity measure for a given dataset varies according to different matching
setups: (i) some similarity measures are insensitive to different matching setups,
e.g. the best F-measure of N Gram Distance varies only 1% in both DBLP50 and
GeoData datasets; (ii) some similarity measures are very sensitive to matching setups
in some datasets, e.g. compared to the Concatenated&Unprocessed matching setup,
the Separated&Optimized matching setup allows the best F-measure of the Smith
Waterman measure to increase by about 45%.

The optimal threshold of each similarity measure is influenced by matching setups.
The changes do not follow obvious rules. For instances, the Optimized matching
setups increase the optimal threshold of N Gram Distance by 60% compared to the
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Figure V.3: Top 5 F-measures with the corresponding optimal
thresholds according to matching setup in DBLP50 dataset

Unprocessed matching setups, while the optimal thresholds of Smith Waterman de-
crease when matching candidates get too long or too short (i.e. according to the
Concatenated&Unprocessed and the Separated&Optimized matching setups).

In both figures, the highest F-measure of all similarity measures does not vary
much according to different matching setups. For instance, in the DBLP50 dataset,
the highest best F-measure (i.e. 0.99) is obtained by the N Gram Distance measure
through the Separated&Optimized matching setup, while the "lowest" best F-measure
(i.e. 0.986) is produced by Jaccard Similarity when the Concatenated&Unprocessed
is used.

Conclusion Based on the previous observations, we can conclude the matching
setup is not a negligible factor during matching processes. The performance of some
similarity measures depends heavily on the involved matching setup. However, the
matching setup does not consist of a determinant factor for the matching in a dataset.
By coupling an appropriate similarity measure with an optimal threshold, all match-
ing setups allow producing almost the same matching results for a given dataset.
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Figure V.4: Top 5 F-measures with the corresponding optimal
thresholds according to matching setup in GeoData dataset

Appropriate matching setups for each string similarity measure groups
Our second objective is to find out the most appropriate matching setup allowing
maximizing the F-measure for string similarity measures in each group. To do so, we
study:

• if the string similarity measures within a group obtain similar F-measures when
the same matching setup is applied;

• what are the matching setups allowing the string similarity measures within a
group to produce the highest F-measure.

To answer these questions, we apply all similarity measures to all datasets according
to different matching setups. For each similarity measure, we record the best F-
measure obtained with the optimal threshold in each dataset. Since the same trend
is found in all results and due to limited space, we only present the results obtained
in the largest dataset (i.e. DBLP50).

Observations At first glance, not all matching setups have the same impact on
the F-measure of all groups of similarity measures (cf. figure V.5).
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Figure V.5: Highest F-measure according to similarity measures’
groups and matching setups

The Phonetic similarity measure (i.e. Soundex) produces an acceptable F-measure
only when the matching setup Separated&Optimized is applied. The Concatenated&
Unprocessed matching setup is the least suitable for Soundex (with a F-measure close
to zero). The same situation happens in the group of Jaro (i.e. Jaro and his extension
Jaro Winkler): even though they produce an acceptable F-measure in the case of
the Concatenated&Unprocessed matching setup, The Separated and the Optimized
matching setups increase significantly the F-measure of the similarity measures within
Jaro group.

Similarity measure based on subsequences of strings (i.e. N Grams Distance) is in-
sensitive to matching setups, the same goes for most Term-based similarity measures
(i.e. Dice Similarity, Euclidean Distance, Jaccard Similarity, Matching Coefficient
and Overlap Coefficient) and Character-based similarity measures (i.e. Block Dis-
tance and Cosine Similarity). They are also among the most efficient similarity
measures with an average F-measure around 0.98.

Three similarity measures based on Edit Distance (i.e. Levenshtein, Smith Water-
man and Smith Waterman Gotoh) go to extremes: to produce the highest F-measure,
multiple attribute instances should be matched in the form of (i) long strings produced
by the Concatenated&Unprocessed matching setup or (ii) short strings produced by
the Separated&Optimized matching setup. The similarity measures Monge Elkan
and Needleman Wunch, however, are only suitable for the Separated&Optimized
matching setup. They obtain relatively low F-measures in the case of the Concate-
nated&Unprocessed matching setup due to the following reasons:
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• Comparing to the basic Levenshtein measure, Monge Elkan gives a relatively
low cost to a sequence of character insertions and character deletions. It tends
to "ignore" the differences between shorter strings, which produces a lower F-
measure in the case of the Concatenated&Unprocessed matching setup;

• Comparing to the basic Levenshtein measure, Needleman Wunch penalizes more
insertions and deletions by affecting a higher cost. As a result, it is more ap-
propriate to identify perfect matches between strings. The highest F-measure
is slightly lower in the case of the Concatenated&Unprocessed matching setup,
since perfect matches are less likely to exist among long strings after concate-
nation of unprocessed attribute instances.

Conclusion Based on the previous observations, we can conclude string similarity
measures in the same group produce almost the same F-measure when the same
matching setup is used. There is at least one matching setup that allows maximizing
the F-measure of all similarity measures within each group.

1.2.2.2 Influences of datasets on F-measure of string similarity measures
Our third objective consists of coupling a dataset with the most appropriate similarity
measures. To do so, we study:

• if attribute instances’ length within a dataset has influences on similarity mea-
sures’ F-measure;

• if similarity measures’ F-measure varies with the proportion of mismatches
within datasets.

To answer these questions, we apply all sixteen string similarity measures to all geo-
graphical and bibliographic datasets (cf. table V.1). We record the highest F-measure
of each similarity measure when the optimal threshold and the most suitable match-
ing setup are applied. Figure V.6 shows the F-measure of each similarity measure
according to their group.

We can see string similarity measures within the same group yield almost the same
F-measures in the same dataset when the optimal threshold and the most suitable
matching setup are used. From geographical GeoData dataset to bibliographic DBLP
datasets, the average length of string becomes longer (cf. table V.1). The F-measure
of string similarity measures changes accordingly: (i) similarity measures within Char-
acters based group (e.g. Block Distance) and the Term based group (e.g. Matching
Coefficient) are more suitable for matching longer strings (e.g. DBLP50) than short
strings (e.g. GeoData); (ii) similarity measures within the other groups cope well
with both long and short strings. The length of strings has the least influence on
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Figure V.6: F-measure produced by each similarity measure in dif-
ferent datasets

the Phonetic similarity measure Soundex, yet its highest F-measure is not the highest
among all similarity measures. The N Grams Distance similarity measure has a slight
preference for shorter strings. But its overall F-measure, whose highest value is about
0.99, outperforms the other similarity measures.

We can also observe from DBLP0 to DBLP50 the highest F-measure of all similarity
measures does not change much, even through the proportion of mismatches increases.
To better understand the influences of mismatches on the F-measure of similarity
measures, we calculate the standard deviation of the highest F-measure produced by
each similarity measures in the six DBLP datasets.

Figure V.7: Standard deviation of each measure’s highest F-measure
obtained from DBLP0 to DBLP50 datasets

From the figure V.7, we can see (i) the overall standard deviation is quite low (no
more than 0.03), which signifies the proportion of mismatches has little influence on
the F-measure of similarity measures; (ii) the similarity measures within the same
group keep almost the same F-measure when being applied to datasets with different
proportions of mismatches. The similarity measures within the group Jaro and the
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Soundex measure are more sensitive to mismatches than the others; (iii) the only
exception is Euclidean Distance which has a higher standard deviation than the others
within Term-based group.

The last observation is in accordance with what the authors of [Din+08] have
noticed: Euclidean Distance is very sensitive to mismatches. It produces a perfect
F-measure (i.e. F-measure=1) in DBLP0 dataset which is higher than the other
similarity measures in the same group. But when mismatches are introduced in the
datasets, Euclidean Distance obtains a lower F-measure than the others. Nevertheless,
mismatches still have little influence on this similarity measure, since its standard
deviation is no more than 0.02.

Conclusion Based on the previous observations, we can conclude all similarity
measures manage to produce almost the same F-measure no matter how many mis-
matches are involved in sources. However, not all similarity measures are suitable
for all datasets: some similarity measures work well with datasets containing either
long or short strings, while the others are suitable for datasets including strings of all
sizes.

1.2.2.3 Efficiency of String Similarity Measures The second tests consists of
identifying the most efficient similarity measures, i.e. similarity measures producing
a high F-measure in a short time. Based on the results of our previous tests, we can
rank similarity measures according to their F-measures. To do so, we first choose
the top five similarity measures producing the highest F-measure according to four
matching setups when being applied to seven datasets (cf. table V.3). Other similarity
measures not listed here are not studied in this section due to their low F-measure.

For each similarity measure in table V.3, we record the runtime (CPU time in
seconds) during the execution in the corresponding dataset according to different
matching setups. The runtime of a similarity measure in GeoData dataset is the
average runtime of five different executions (cf. figure V.8(a)). For bibliographic
data, we notice even if data volume increases by 225% from DBLP0 to DBLP50,
the runtime of all similarity measures augments only from 5.2% to 16.9% with an
average of 8% (owing to parallel computation). Due to the insignificant differences,
we calculate the average runtime obtained in all six DBLP datasets (cf. figure V.8(b)).

Observations From figure V.8, we can see that when different matching setups
are used, the gain in runtime for some similarity measures is important.

Independently of similarity measures, the fastest matching setup is Separated&
Optimized, which produces the shortest matching candidates among all matching se-
tups. The slowest matching setup is Concatenated&Unprocessed which concatenates
all unprocessed attribute instances in a long string.
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Table V.3: Ranking of string similarity measures based on their
occurrence among the top five ones according to matching setups

Similarity
Measures

Concatenated
&Unprocessed

Separated
&Unprocessed

Concatenated
&Optimized

Separated
&Optimized

Total

1. N Grams
Distance

7 7 7 7 28

2. Cosine
Similarity

5 6 6 6 23

3. Block
Distance

5 6 6 6 23

4. Matching
Coefficient

5 6 6 2 19

5. Jaccard
Similarity

0 5 6 6 17

6. Smith
Waterman

4 2 2 2 10

7. Dice
Similarity

4 1 0 4 9

8. Smith Wa-
terman Go-
toh

3 2 2 2 9

9. Levenshtein 3 2 0 2 7
10. Needleman

Wunch
2 1 0 2 5

11.Monge
Elkan

1 1 2 0 4

12. Jaro
Winkler

0 0 2 0 2

The runtime of Smith Waterman Gotoh and Monge Elkan increases exponentially
as the matching candidates become longer (from Separated&Optimized to Concate-
nated&Unprocessed). Although they are among the most effective measures, the effi-
ciency of Smith Waterman Gotoh and Monge Elkan is low due to the time-consuming
execution.

The Jaro Winkler measure produces matching results in less than 2 seconds in
the GeoData dataset. However, since it favors short attribute instances sharing a
common prefix, its efficiency in the DBLP datasets is lower than the others due to
its relatively low efficacy for longer strings.

The Character based and Term based similarity measures produce a high F-measure
within reasonable time in the DBLP datasets, such as Cosine Similarity, Block Dis-
tance, Matching Coefficient, Jaccard Similarity and Dice Similarity. However, the
F-measure of these measures decreases when short strings are involved in matching,
which limits their application range.

Levenshtein, N Grams Distance, and Smith Waterman are the most efficient sim-
ilarity measures with high F-measure/runtime ratios, i.e. they produce the highest
F-measures in polynomial time regardless of matching setups and datasets.
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Figure V.8: Average runtime of similarity measures in geographic
and bibliographic datasets

Conclusion Based on the previous observations, we can see different matching
setups have influences not only on the F-measure but also the runtime. A similarity
measure is only efficient when the most appropriate matching setup is used, i.e. a
matching setup allowing minimizing the runtime while maximizing the F-measure of
a similarity measure for a given dataset.

1.3 Guidelines

Based on the results of our experimental assessments, we describe some generic guide-
lines to make full use of similarity measures. It aims at facilitating the choices of
similarity measures according to different criteria, namely matching setups, strings
lengths and requirements on runtime. A heuristic algorithm is proposed below.

First, Soundex, Jaro, Overlap Coefficient, and Euclidean Distance are only suited
for specific needs of matching [Chr98; CRF03; Din+08], e.g. using Soundex to match
homophones in English. In the context of Unified Cubes, the quality of the correlative
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mappings based on these similarity measures cannot be guaranteed due to their poor
performance in matching instances from some generic sources. Therefore, they are
not considered in the guidelines.

Second, in the case where only the Concatenated&Unprocessed matching setup is
applicable (e.g. matching carried out by a non-expert user without specific knowl-
edge of the sources), N Grams Distance, Levenshtein, Smith Waterman, and Smith
Waterman Gotoh are the similarity measures allowing to obtain a high F-measure.
In the case where descriptive information of instances can be matched in a Seper-
ated and/or Optimized ways, the above-mentioned list of similarity measures can be
complemented by Monge Elkan, Needleman Wunch, and Jaro Winkler.

Third, in the case where attribute instances contain relatively short strings (about
200 characters or less), N Grams Distance, Levenshtein, Smith Waterman, Smith
Waterman Gotoh, Monge Elkan, Needleman Wunch, and Jaro Winkler are possible
choices of similarity measures which can produce a high F-measure. In the case where
attribute instances include long strings (more than 200 characters), all 12 similarity
measures listed in table V.3 allow producing a high F-measure.

At last, if the matching should be carried out within a short runtime, good choices
of similarity measures would be N Grams Distance, Levenshtein, Smith Waterman,
Cosine Similarity, Block Distance, Matching Coefficient,Jaccard Similarity, Dice Sim-
ilarity, and Needleman Wunch.

As shown in figure V.9, three similarity measures meet all criteria: N Grams Dis-
tance, Levenshtein and Smith Waterman. The high efficiency in various matching
scenario makes them the most suitable string similarity measures to establish correl-
ative mappings between attribute instances in a Unified Cube.

1.4 Validation

To validate our proposed guidelines, we use the benchmark of the instance matching
track in the Ontology Alignment Evaluation Initiative campaigns 20167 and 20178.
The benchmark is named False Positive Trap. It includes two real-world datasets de-
scribing musical works in the catalogs coming from two French cultural institutions:
La Bibliothque Nationale de France (BnF) and La Philharmonie de Paris (PP). The
objective is to find equivalent instances of the Music Work classes scattered in two
datasets of the benchmark. Each music work is associated with highly similar descrip-
tions, such as title, compositors, etc. The baselines are provided along the benchmark.
The benchmark of 2016 includes less than 3000 triples with an average string length
of 61 characters in both datasets, while the benchmark of 2017 contains 6347 and

7http://islab.di.unimi.it/content/im_oaei/2016/
8http://islab.di.unimi.it/content/im_oaei/2017/
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Figure V.9: Similarity measures classified according to selection cri-
teria

Table V.4: Details of the false positive trap benchmarks

Title Datasets Mismatch Expected Matching Avg
LengthName Volume

OAEI16 BnF 2970 triples unknown 41 pairs 61PP 2610 triples

OAEI17 BnF 8622 triples unknown 75 pairs 48.5PP 6347 triples

8622 triples with an average string length of 61 characters in both datasets. Table
V.4 provides a summary of the benchmarks of 2016 and 2017.

To illustrate the genericity of our proposed guideline, it is necessary to carry out
some tests between warehoused data and LOD. To do so, we build a DW in third
normal form for the BnF dataset of the 2016 benchmark. The PP dataset of the 2016
benchmark keeps its original RDF format. We use the original datasets of the 2017
benchmark, since we participate to the campaign in 2017.

Due to the large number of highly similar music works, we have to firstly write
queries to extract corresponding descriptions of music work, for instance title versus
title, compositors versus compositors, etc. Then, we use the Separated&Unprocessed
matching setup to separately compare corresponding descriptions. According to our
proposed guidelines, all similarity measures are suitable for the chosen matching se-
tups. Moreover, the average string length of music work descriptions is relatively
short in the benchmarks. Consequently, the choices of string similarity measures are
limited to those which work well with short strings. At last, to avoid excessively
long runtime, a timeout is configured by the benchmark. Accordingly, the choices of
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similarity measures are restricted to those with a short runtime.

It leaves us four choices of similarity measures which are possibly appropriate for
the matching in the benchmark: Jaro Winkler, Levenshtein, N Grams Distance, and
Smith Waterman. We choose the N Grams Distance similarity measure due to its
outstanding performance in our previous experimental assessments (cf. table V.3 and
figure V.8). The stable marriage algorithm is used to determine the correspondences
among instances. As no semantic-based technique is used to improve the matching
result, we expect some low similarity score between instances. Therefore, no threshold
is defined for the matching. All matchings are accepted.

After the execution, we obtain some surprisingly good results. For the bench-
mark of 2016, we obtain a F-measure of 1. The result outperforms all participants
at that time (cf. http://islab.di.unimi.it/content/im_oaei/2016/#doremus).
The outstanding result encourages us to participate in the instance matching track of
2017. Some test runs show that our proposed matching process obtains a F-measure
over 0.95. By the time when the Ph.D thesis is submitted, the instance matching
track is still on-going. We firmly believe our matching process will be among the
most promising ones this year.

2 During Decision-making: Feasibility of Analyses on
Unified Cubes

The second role of Unified Cubes in a decision-making process is to enable analyses on
multiple sources in a user-friendly manner. Only business-oriented concepts of Unified
Cubes are presented to decision-makers during analyses. We have proposed a user-
friendly decision-support process which automatically generates one global analysis
result after querying multiple data sources. To show the feasibility of our proposal,
we develop a prototype framework. As a first step, we illustrate the feasibility of
analyses on unreduced Unified Cubes. Analyses on reduced Unified Cubes will be
discussed in the next section.

2.1 Architecture of the Framework

Our proposed mediator layer manages a Unified Cube at both the schema and the
instance levels. To implement the mediator layer, we implement two modules in the
analysis framework, namely schema manager and instance manager. Each module
plays a specific role in analysis processing. Specifically, the schema manager deals
with concepts related to the unified view of multiple data sources. It is made up of (i)
a metamodel implemented in the Oracle DBMS and (ii) a Java program instantiating
the metamodel. The instance manager deals with correlative attribute instances from

http://islab.di.unimi.it/content/im_oaei/2016/#doremus
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different sources. The Oracle DBMS hosts a relational table of correspondences in
the instance manager. A Java program implements our instance matching process
and populates the relational table of correspondences.

The analysis processing methods are implemented through two Java programs.
They allow (i) generating queries to extract data from multiple sources and (ii) inte-
grating extracted data into one analysis result. Both Java programs are included in
the analysis processing manager.

A graphical interface is developed to facilitate interactions between a decision-
maker and the analysis framework. It allows decision-makers to (i) express an analysis
need by choosing attributes and measures through the graphical notation of Unified
Cubes and (ii) visualize an analysis result in tabular and graphic forms.

The overall architecture is shown in figure V.10.

Figure V.10: Architecture of the analysis framework

2.2 Decision-making on Unified Cubes through the Analysis Frame-
work

During analyses, different sources should be queried. At the end of an analysis, data
from different sources should be gathered together to provide an overall perspective.
In this way, decision-makers do not have to understand the structure of data sources
or querying languages. They do not need to directly interact with heterogeneous data
extracted from various sources neither.

Facing these problems, we include a user-friendly decision-making process in our
analysis framework. As shown in figure V.11, a decision-maker starts an analysis
by exploring a Unified Cube in graphical notation through an interface (cf. arrow
1). She/he clicks on measures and attributes related to her/his analysis needs. The
interface sends the chosen measures and attributes to the schema manager (cf. ar-
row 2). The latter looks up in the metamodel to find extraction formulae and query
endpoints of the chosen measures and attributes (cf. arrow 3). Next, the analysis
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processing manager generates a set of queries and sends them to the corresponding
query endpoints of different sources. Each query includes measures and attributes
from one source (cf. arrows 4). After queries’ execution, the analysis processing
manager receives data extracted from different sources (cf. arrows 5). It then refers
to the correlative relationships in the instance manager to associate equivalent at-
tribute instances together among extracted data (cf. arrow 6). One analysis result
is generated by the analysis processing manager based on the chosen measures and
attributes (cf. arrow 7). At last, the interface provides the decision-maker with a
dashboard representing the analysis result in tabular and graphic forms (cf. arrow
8). In this way, decision-makers only interact with some business-oriented concepts
during analyses. The analysis processing is completely hidden from decision-makers.

Figure V.11: Architecture of the analysis framework

To illustrate how our proposed analysis framework works, we carry out the five
analyses in our previous running example (cf. table IV.1).

First, the decision-maker starts to explore a Unified Cube through the interface. A
Unified Cube is displayed according to its graphical notation. A list of check boxes is
used to allow the decision-maker to choose one or several measures in the fact. After
finding the measure mAvgT emperature, the decision-maker wants to study daily average
temperature changes. She/he checks the box of the measure mAvgT emperature. The
interface shows the chosen measure through a tree list. The apparentness of levels is
updated at the same time: the summarizable levels of the measure mAvgT emperature

are colored in white, while the other levels are colored in gray indicating their unavail-
ability. Wishing to select an attribute related to date, the decision-maker selects the
level lIDDate. A warning message is displayed in the interface to inform the decision-
maker that it is impossible to analyze the chosen measure according to any attribute
on the chosen level (cf. figure V.12).

Second, the decision-maker wants to analyze sale quantity by city. After selecting
the measure mQuantity, she/he clicks on the level lCity which is colored in white. A di-
alog box is displayed to let the decision-maker choose one or several attributes within
the level. Each attribute is displayed with its name and an example of instance. The
decision-maker chooses the attribute aS_City which describes a city with an explicit
label. Then, she/he clicks on the validate button. The framework detects only the
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Figure V.12: First analysis: impossible analysis scenario

DW is involved in the analysis. It generates one query based on the extraction formu-
lae of mQuantity and aS_City. The extracted warehoused data are directly displayed
as analysis result in the tabular form. Four types of charts are available to represent
the analysis result in the graphic form, namely pie, column, bubble, and line. By
choosing the sector chart, the decision-maker obtains a dashboard in figure V.13.

Third, the decision-maker continues the analysis by studying average temperature
by city. She/he chooses the measuremAvgT emperature and the attribute aS_City within
the level lCity. The analysis framework detects both the DW and the LOD dataset are
involved in this analysis. It generates two queries to extract (i) average temperature
according to the attribute aCity from the LOD dataset and (ii) a list of cities (i.e.
instances of the attribute aS_City) from the DW. Then, the analysis framework queries
the table of correspondences to associated correlative instances describing the same
cities from the LOD dataset and the DW. At last, one analysis result including only
the chosen measure mAvgT emperature and the chosen attribute aS_City is presented on
the dashboard in the tabular and column chart forms (cf. figure V.14). From this
example, we can see that the complex analysis processing is completely transparent
to the decision-maker.

Fourth, the decision-maker wishes to study annual average temperature evolutions.
She/he chooses the measure mAvgT emperature and the attribute aY ear within the level
lY ear, without knowing that the measure mAvgT emperature is associated with the level
lMonth in the LOD dataset. The framework generates two queries to extract (i) average
temperature by month from the LOD dataset and (ii) months with corresponding
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Figure V.13: Second analysis: classical analysis scenario involving a
measure and an attribute from the same data source

years from the DW. By associating related months together in both query results
through the table of correspondences, the analysis framework generates a dashboard
revealing average temperature by year (cf. figure V.15). From this example, we can
see our proposed analysis framework provides new analysis possibilities by enriching
a hierarchy from one source with additional levels from other sources.

Based on the previous analyses, the decision-maker notices that changes in sale
quantity seem to follow the same trend of average temperature evolutions. To find
out the exact relevance, she/he starts the last analysis by choosing two measures
mAvgT emperature and mQuantity. Based on the available levels indicated in the graphi-
cal interface, the decision-maker selects the attributes aS_City and aY ear. A line chart
is required by the decision-maker to display the analysis result. From the dashboard
shown in figure V.16, the decision-maker realizes changes in sale quantity are highly
related to climate changes in the same city of the same year. From this example, we
can see our proposed analysis framework supports on-the-fly analyses of data from
multiple sources to provide an overall perspective during analyses.
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Figure V.14: Third analysis: multi-source analysis scenario involv-
ing a measure and an attribute from different data sources

Figure V.15: Fourth analysis: multi-source analysis scenario with
extended aggregation paths
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Figure V.16: Fifth analysis: multi-source analysis scenario providing
an overall perspective

3 During Decision-making: Feasibility of Analyses on
Reduced Unified Cubes

The previous section illustrates the feasibility of analyses on unreduced Unified Cubes.
In this section, we focus on analyses on a reduced Unified Cube. A reduced Unified
Cubes loses progressively measures and levels over time according to decision-makers’
needs. During analyses on a reduced Unified Cube, decision-makers may unintention-
ally choose a removed measure and/or an attribute within a removed level during a
period of time. We propose some processing methods dedicated to adjusting mistaken
analyses on reduced Unified Cube. To illustrate the feasibility of decision-making on
reduced data, we develop a prototype of reduced analysis framework.

3.1 Architecture of the Framework

As shown in figure V.17, the reduced analysis framework attaches two ad-hoc modules
to the previous analysis framework (cf. section 2). In the case of analyses on reduced
data, the module named adaptation manager provides two alternatives to adjust the
chosen measures and attributes. We develop a graphical interface dedicated to the
exploration of reduced Unified Cubes.

As shown in figure V.17, a decision-maker starts an analysis on reduced data by ex-
ploring a reduced Unified Cube through the graphical interface (cf. arrow 1). She/he
chooses a set of measures and attributes as well as a temporal interval according to
her/his analysis need (cf. arrow 2). Then, the adaptation manager adjusts unavail-
able attributes and measures in a reduced Unified Cube during the chosen temporal
interval. Measures and attributes after adaptation are used to query different states
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in a reduced Unified Cube (cf. arrow 3). Next, the analysis framework generates an
analysis result based on the process described in section 2 (cf. arrow 4). At last, the
graphical interface provides a dashboard including reduced analysis result (cf. arrow
5).

Figure V.17: Architecture of reduced analysis framework

3.2 Decision-making on reduced Data

To show the feasibility of decision-making on reduced data, we carry out some analyses
through our proposed framework.

Figure V.18: Case study: a reduced Unified Cube of RSS web feed
from news websites

Case study A dataset populated with RSS web feed is used to aggregate news
published on the decision-maker’s favorite websites from 1990-2017. A fact named
FNews contains a measure named NBN (standing for number of news). Three di-
mensions are defined in the dataset, namely Theme, Geography, and Time. The high
timeliness of news makes the decision-maker include different data in analyses over
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Figure V.19: Graphical interface enabling exploration of reduced
data schema

time. Specifically, the decision-maker expresses the analysis needs as follows: (i) dur-
ing the last seven years from 2010 to 2017, analyses are carried out with the lowest
levels available in the dataset, namely lSubtheme, lCity and lDate; (ii) since most today’s
daily news about a specific subtheme in a city do not exist before, analyses from 2000
to 2010 involve only levels superior to lT heme, lCountry and lMonth); (iii) before 2000,
only aggregated information about news by month and continent makes sense. A
designer reduces data according to the decision-maker’s needs. Figure V.18 shows
the dataset represented in the graphical notation of Unified Cubes.

The decision-maker starts an analysis by exploring the reducedUnified Cube through
the graphical interface. She/he can zoom in to find out more details in each state (cf.
figure V.19).

After exploring the reduced Unified Cube, the decision-maker wants to analyze
monthly published news by continent from 2000 to 2014. She/he chooses the measure
NBN as well as the attributes Month and Continent via the interface. The reduced
analysis framework detects that the states E1 and E2 are involved in this analysis.
Since the chosen measure and attributes are available in both states (cf. figure V.18),
they are directly used to extract data from the dataset without adjustment. At
the end of the analysis, the graphical interface provides the decision-maker with a
dashboard shown in figure V.20. The dashboard is divided into two parts. An analysis
result is situated on top. The color code is related to the value of displayed measure:
the greater the value is, the deeper the color becomes. Some graphical components
are included below the analysis result to enable further analyses. A slider allows
navigating along a hierarchy on a dimension, while a drop-down list enables changing
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Figure V.20: Dashboard presented to the decision-maker after the
first analysis

dimensions or temporal intervals.

The decision-maker continues to analyze the number of news by month and city
from 2000 to 2014. To do so, she/he first places the slider of the Time dimension
on the attribute Month. Then, the decision-maker puts the slider of the geography
dimension on the attribute City. The analysis framework detects the attribute City
is not available in the state E2 from 2000 to 2010 (cf. figure V.18). It displays a
warning message and proposes two adjustment methods to the decision-maker (cf.
V.21)

In the case where the decision-maker chooses the depth-first method, the framework
continues the analysis with the chosen attributes City and Month while narrowing
the temporal interval from 2010 to 2014. In the case where the breath-first method is
chosen by the decision-maker, the analysis framework maintains the temporal interval
from 2000 to 2014. It replaces the unavailable attribute City by the attribute Country
which is available within that period of time. Figures V.22 and V.23 show the obtained
result according to each adjustment method.
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Figure V.21: Choice of adjustment methods when an unavailable
attribute is involved

Figure V.22: Dashboard according to the depth-first method
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Figure V.23: Dashboard according to the breath-first method

4 After Decision-making: Improvement in Querying Ef-
ficiency after Data Reduction

The last role of Unified Cubes in a decision-making process is to improve querying
efficiency through data reduction. Data reduction allows progressively aggregating
and deleting useless data. To show the benefits of data reduction, we carry out some
experimental assessments which compare query execution efficiency before and after
data reduction.

4.1 Protocol

4.1.1 Objective and Experimental Design

The objective is to illustrate benefits of reduction for efficient decision-making. During
the experimental assessments, we find answers to the following questions:

• Is there any difference in query execution efficiency before and after data re-
duction?

• Is data reduction scalable when data volume increases ?

• Can queries of different types benefit from data reduction?
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To do so, we compare two key indicators of query execution efficiency before and
after reduction. The first indicator consists of query execution time. During our
experimental assessments, we study to what extent the query execution time is im-
proved after data reduction. The second indicator is query execution cost. Despite
the close relation between execution time and execution costs, the latter is a more
sensitive indicator than the former. In some small datasets, queries are executed
immediately before and after reduction. In this case, the benefits of data reduction
are more reflected in gains in execution costs than gains in execution time.

The hardware configuration of the system hosting the reduced Unified Cube is as
follows: 2 x Intel(R) Xeon(R) E5410 @ 2.33GHz with 4 cores, RAM of 16 GB and
SAS 10K disk.

4.1.2 Datasets

During the experimental assessments, we execute queries in the dataset of RSS web
feed (cf. figure V.18). The dataset is managed by the Oracle DBMS. We propose
two implementations before reduction and two implementations after reduction for
the dataset.

The first implementation before reduction is denoted as Unreduced Global. The
dataset is implemented through one global table including the fact (i.e. Fnews) and
all dimensions (i.e. Theme, Geography, and Time). The second implementation
before reduction is denoted as Unreduced Star. The dataset is implemented through
one fact table and three dimension tables.

The first reduced implementation is denoted as Reduced Global. It consists of a
simplistic way to implement all states through one single global table. The columns
are composed of all attributes and all measures from the latest state, while the tuples
include data with the NULL constant as placeholder for deleted attributes instances
and measures values in old states. The second reduced implementation is denoted
as Reduced Star. It respectively implements the fact and the dimensions of a state
through a fact table and a set of dimension tables.

The population of the dimensions is carried out in the following way: (i) the tempo-
ral dimension table Time is populated with all dates from 01/01/1990 to 31/12/2017
(ii) the other two dimension tables Theme and Geography are populated with syn-
thetic data according to four scale factors from 10 tuples to 200 tuples. Accordingly,
the fact table contains from 106 to 4.1× 108 tuples (cf. table V.5).
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Table V.5: Scale factors and number of tuples in the fact and the
dimensions before reduction.

Fact and dimensions number of tuples before reduction
SF1 SF2 SF3 SF4

Theme, Geography 10 50 100 200
Time 10 226 (number of days from 01/01/1990 to 31/12/2017)
FNews 106 2.56× 107 108 4.1× 108

4.2 Observations and Discussions

4.2.1 Influence of data reduction on efficiency of queries with only joins

Our first objective is to study if data reduction improves the efficiency of queries with
only joins. 14 queries are executed in unreduced and reduced datasets of different scale
factors. As shown in table V.6, queries from Q1 to Q8 involve 1, 2 or 3 dimensions in
one state; queries from Q9 to Q12 involve 1, 2 or 3 dimensions in two states; queries
Q13 and Q14 involve 1 or 2 dimensions in three states. Note that it is impossible to
propose a query involving 3 dimensions in 3 states, since the oldest state E3 contains
only 2 dimensions.

Table V.6: Queries with only joins

Query State Dimension
Q1 Number of news for the last three years E1 Time
Q2 Number of news in 2008 E2 Time
Q3 Number of news before 2000 E3 Time
Q4 Number of news by city from 2010 to 2012 E1 Time, Geography
Q5 Number of news by theme and quarter

from 2000 to 2005
E2 Time, Theme

Q6 Number of news by continent in each year
before 2000

E3 Time, Geography

Q7 Number of news by city, country, subtheme
and month in 2012

E1 Time, Geography,
Theme

Q8 Number of news by theme, country and
continent from 2000 to 2005

E2 Time, Geography,
Theme

Q9 Number of news by month since 2000 E1, E2 Time, Theme
Q10 Number of news by year and theme from

2002 to 2012
E1, E2 Time, Geography

Q11 Number of news by year and continent
from 1990 to 2009

E2, E3 Time, Geography

Q12 Number of news by country, continent and
theme from 2002 to 2012

E1, E2 Time, Geography,
Theme

Q13 Number of news by year E1, E2,
E3

Time

Q14 Number of news by year by continent E1, E2,
E3

Time, Geography
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Figure V.24: Execution costs of queries with only joins in datasets
of different scale factors
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4.2.1.1 Observations From figure V.24, we can see that the same trend is found
in datasets of different scale factors. The lowest execution costs of all 14 queries
are found within the Reduced Star dataset. The gain in execution costs of queries
involving only old states (Q2, Q3, Q5, Q6, Q8, and Q11) is more significant than
queries involving a recent state (Q1, Q4, Q7, Q9, Q10, Q12, Q13, and Q14), regardless
of the scale factor and the number of dimensions involved in queries.

Figure V.25 shows the average execution costs by query group in reduced and
unreduced datasets of the scale factor SF1. The query execution costs in unreduced
datasets are alway more important than in reduced datasets. The average gain in
execution costs ranges from 53.5% (Unreduced Star versus Reduced Global) to 97.3%
(Unreduced Global versus Reduced Star).

Figure V.25: Average execution costs by query group in datasets of
the scale factor SF1

As we can see from figure V.26, the same trend is found within the other datasets of
larger scale factors. From the Unreduced Global dataset to the Reduced Star dataset
of the same scale factor, the average execution costs decrease significantly (cf. the
vertical axis on the left in figure V.26). Moreover, the differences between the average
execution costs in unreduced and reduced datasets keep increasing as the data volume
becomes more important: from the scale factor SF1 to the scale factor SF4, the gap
has widened about 668 times (cf. the secondary vertical axis on the right in figure
V.26). The average gain in execution costs reaches up to 98% (Unreduced Global
versus Reduced Star) in datasets of the scale factor SF4.

As the benefit of the data reduction increases with the data volume, we focus our
study of query execution time on the largest datasets of the scale factor SF4. As shown
in figure V.27, we can see the execution of queries in different groups always takes less
time in reduced datasets than in unreduced datasets. The highest average runtime is
recorded within the Unreduced Global dataset, while the lowest one is found within
the Reduced Star dataset. The gain in runtime starts from 46.1% (Unreduced Star
versus Reduced Global) and reaches up to 93.1% (Unreduced Global versus Reduced
Star).

Among the reduced datasets, the Reduced Global dataset takes the longest time to
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Figure V.26: Average execution costs of all queries in datasets of
different scale factors

Figure V.27: Average execution time of queries involving different
dimensions in different states of the scales factor SF4

process queries: about 1.86 times longer than the Reduced Star dataset. The same
execution time is recorded in the Reduced Global dataset for all queries. We can notice
that the execution time of queries involving different states varies in the Reduced Star
dataset. Generally, queries involving an old state takes less time to execute than
those involving a recent state.

4.2.1.2 Conclusion The Reduced Star dataset allows saving query execution
costs and time significantly, regardless of the scale factor. More importantly, the
results of our experimental assessments show the scalability of data reduction: the
larger the dataset is, the more significant the decrease in execution costs and time
becomes after the reduction.
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4.2.2 Influence of data reduction on efficiency of queries with selection
predicates

Our second objective is to study if data reduction improves the efficiency of queries
with selection predicates. 9 queries are executed in unreduced and reduced datasets.
As shown in table V.7, queries from Q1 to Q3 involves two dimensions in one state;
queries from Q4 to Q6 involves three dimensions in two states; queries from Q7 to
Q9 involves two dimensions in three states.

Table V.7: Queries with selection predicates on non-temporal di-
mensions

Query State Dimension
Q1 Number of news about the subtheme X from

2010 to 2012
E1 Time, Theme

Q2 Number of news about the theme X from
2010 to 2012

E1 Time, Theme

Q3 Number of news about the themes X and Y
from 2010 to 2012

E1 Time, Theme

Q4 Number of news per month about the theme
X in the country Y since 2000

E1, E2 Time, Theme,
Geography

Q5 Number of news per month about the theme
X in the continent Y since 2000

E1, E2 Time, Theme,
Geography

Q6 Number of news per month about the theme
X and Y in the continent A and B since 2000

E1, E2 Time, Theme,
Geography

Q7 Number of news per year on the continent X E1, E2,
E3

Time, Geography

Q8 Number of news per year on the continent Y
(the news of continent X is three times more
than those of continent Y)

E1, E2,
E3

Time, Geography

Q9 Number of news per year on the continents
X and Y

E1, E2,
E3

Time, Geography

4.2.2.1 Observations As the same trend is found in datasets of different scale
factors, in this section we only present execution costs and execution time recorded
in the largest datasets of the scale factor SF4. As shown in figure V.28, selection
predicates on different attributes within different levels of different dimensions have
little influences on query execution costs. The lowest execution costs are always found
within the Reduced Star dataset.

From figure V.29, we can see the gain in the execution time is significant. The av-
erage gain ranges from 38.2% (Unreduced Star versus Reduced Global) to 94% (Unre-
duced Global versus Reduced Star).

4.2.2.2 Conclusion From the above observations, we can conclude when selec-
tion predicates are defined on different attributes within different levels of dimensions,
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Figure V.28: Execution costs of queries with selection predicates

Figure V.29: Execution time of queries with selection predicates

the gain in execution costs and execution time after data reduction remains almost
the same. Like queries with only joins, queries with selection predicates are more
efficiently executed in reduced datasets than in unreduced datasets.

4.2.3 Discussions on efficiency of other query types after data reduction

Queries involved in the previous experimental assessments aggregate the measure
through the SUM aggregation function. To see if queries with other aggregation
functions are also more efficiently computed in reduced datasets, we use aggregation
functions in the same queries presented in tables V.6 and V.7, such as MAX, MIN,
and AVG. After the execution, we obtain the same execution costs and execution
time as queries with the SUM function in both unreduced and reduced datasets.

We also try other grouping functions in these queries. Specifically, for queries in-
cluding two or more attributes in the GROUP BY statement, we apply the GROUP
BY ROLLUP statement which computes subtotals according to a group of specified
attributes. We also apply the GROUP BY CUBE statement which aggregates mea-
sures according to all possible combinations of attributes. After the execution, the
same execution costs and execution time are recorded as queries with the GROUP
BY statement in unreduced and reduced datasets.
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5 Conclusion

After presenting the principles of decision-making on Unified Cubes in chapter IV, we
have studied the feasibility and benefits of our proposals in this chapter.

Before decision-making, designers build the schema of a Unified Cube which is
then completed with correlative instances from multiple sources. We have carried
out some experimental assessments with real-world datasets to study the feasibility
and efficiency of our proposed instances matching process. During the experimental
assessments, our matching process has obtained the highest F-measure up to 0.99 by
using the N Gram distance string similarity measure. We can safely conclude that our
matching process provides a feasible solution to real-world matching problems. The
matching efficiency is measured by F-measure combined with runtime. We have taken
into account several influence factors on the matching efficiency, namely (i) methods of
forming matching candidates (i.e. matching setups), (ii) proportions of incompatible
matching candidates (i.e. mismatches) and (iii) string length. The results indicate
that only matching setups and string length have significant impacts on the matching
efficiency. Therefore, we have put forward some generic guidelines to maximize the
efficiency of our matching process. The guidelines are presented in the form of a
heuristic algorithm to find the most appropriate string similarity measures according
to matching setup, string length, and requirement on runtime. Our guidelines have
been validated by using benchmarks of Ontology Alignment Evaluation Initiative. The
validation result is promising: we have obtained a F-measure of 1 for the benchmark
of 2016 and a F-measure of 0.95 for the benchmark of 2017.

During decision-making, decision-makers carry out analyses on multiple sources
based on a Unified Cube. To illustrate the feasibility of user-friendly decision-making
on Unified Cubes, we have developed an analysis framework. Our analysis framework
allows decision-makers to interact with some business-oriented concepts through a
graphical interface. To free decision-makers from complex analysis processing tasks,
the framework automatically extracts data from multiple sources and merges all ex-
tracted data into one analysis result. We have carried out some analyses with our
proposed analysis framework. The results show the framework is reliable enough
to detect impossible analysis scenario and support analyses involving one or several
sources.

During decision-making, decision-makers also carry out analyses on reduced data
based on a Unified Cube. To show the feasibility of decision-making on reduced Unified
Cubes, we have developed a reduced analysis framework. The framework provides a
graphical interface enabling the exploration of reduced datasets during analyses. If
decision-makers mistakenly choose a removed measure and/or an attribute within
a removed level, the framework provides two alternatives to adjust the unsupported
analysis according to breadth-first and width-first methods. We have carried out some
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analyses using our reduced analysis framework. The results show that the framework
is reliable enough to detect and adjust unsupported analyses on reduced Unified
Cubes.

After decision-making, decision-makers can notice the significant improvement in
querying efficiency in reduced datasets. To show the benefits of data reduction, we
have carried out some experimental assessments to compare query execution costs and
query execution time before and after reduction. We have implemented a dataset of
four scale factors according to four alternatives before and after reduction, namely
unreduced single fact table (i.e. Unreduced Global), unreduced star schema (i.e. Unre-
duced Star), reduced single fact table (i.e. Reduced Global), and reduced star schema
(i.e. Reduced Star). In each implementation, we have executed queries of four types,
namely queries with only joins, queries with restriction predicates, queries with dif-
ferent aggregation functions, and queries with different grouping functions. We have
noticed that the gain after reduction was significant: about 98% for execution costs
and 94% for execution time, regardless of the scale factor, the implementation, or
the query type. Moreover, the more the data volume increases, the more important
the gain in execution costs and execution time becomes. The results indicate data
reduction consists of a scalable solution for dealing with large amounts of data during
analyses.
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Chapter VI

Conclusion

1 Contributions

This thesis has investigated the combination of BI and the Web of data to support
well-informed decision-making. Classically, data involved in decision-making are inte-
grated in a centralized repository through processes of integration and updates. Such
data integration is challenged in the context where large volumes of data with high
velocity and high variety are produced everywhere and at any time. On one hand, it is
undesirable, if not impossible, to integrate large amounts of rapidly changing data in
one stationary repository. On the other hand, it is not efficient to permanently inte-
grate all data among which detailed data lose informative value and become inactive
in decision-making over time.

Facing these issues, we have first proposed a process allowing blending business
data with web data. The process is based on a multidimensional modeling solution
named Unified Cube. A Unified Cube provides a business-oriented view which is both
independent of and compatible with multiple sources. We have completed the process
with a data unification approach. The approach automatically unifies multidimen-
sional data from DWs and LOD datasets together without integrating all data in
a stationary repository. Meanwhile, we have specified a data reduction solution in
order to keep only useful data for analyses over time. To fulfill decision-makers’ anal-
ysis needs, our proposed solution allows reducing the complete schema through the
combination of reduction operators.

Then, we have designed a process to enable decision-making on Unified Cubes in a
user-friendly manner. During an analysis, decision-makers only handle some business-
oriented concepts in a Unified Cube. The process automatically produces an analysis
result after extracting data from multiple sources. Specifically, the decision-making
process automatically (i) generates queries to extract data from each source involved
in the analysis and (ii) merges all intermediate query results into one global analysis
result. In this way, data querying and data fusion are totally transparent to decision-
makers during analyses. The process is made possible through a mediator which
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bridges the gap between the business-oriented concepts in the Unified Cube modeling
and referents in multiple sources. The mediator (i) manages the overall schema of
multiple sources, (ii) handles schema changes after reduction, and (iii) keeps the
correlations between instances from different sources.

Finally, we have studied the efficiency, feasibility and benefits of our proposals.
First, we have defined a process which completes a Unified Cube schema by matching
correlative instances from different sources. This process is applied to several real-
world datasets to find the best configurations allowing maximizing the efficiency. We
have participated in a well-known evaluation campaign with our matching process
and obtained some promising preliminary results. Second, we have developed two
prototypes implementing our user-friendly decision-making process. By carrying out
analyses through the prototypes, we have successfully illustrated the feasibility and
the advantages of decision-making on Unified Cubes before and after reduction. Third,
we have applied queries to reduced and unreduced datasets of different scales. The
results reveals a significant improvement in querying efficiency after reduction.

This Ph.D research has been validated through different publications, namely two
international journal papers (IJDSST [Ati+15], and IJDWM [RST16b]), one national
journal paper (ISI [RST17]), five international conference papers (DaWak [Ati+14b],
RCIS [RST16a] ICDIM [RS16a], MEDI [RS16b], and SOFSEM [RS18]), and three
national conference papers (EDA [Ati+14a; RST15] and INFORSID [Lab+15]). Ta-
ble VI.1 summarizes the main topics addressed by each paper. All main topics have
been discussed in the previous chapters of the thesis.

Table VI.1: Main topics addressed by the publications during my
thesis

conceptual
modeling (cf.
chapter III)

decision-making
approach (cf.
chapter IV)

evaluations
(cf. chapter

V)
International
Journals

[Ati+15] X X
[RST16b] X X

National Journal [RST17] X

International
Conferences

[Ati+14b] X
[RST16a] X
[RS16a] X
[RS16b] X
[RS18] X

National
Conferences

[Ati+14a] X
[RST15] X
[Lab+15] (visions)
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2 Future Research

In the future, we intend to continue our research in the following directions.

Implementation Alternatives. The first short-term objective is to propose sev-
eral alternatives for the implementation of Unified Cubes. Currently, we implement
a Unified Cube without LOD storage to overcome the drawbacks of the full data ma-
terialization in data integration approaches. A first extension consists of designing
a hybrid Unified Cube implementation which selectively materializes web data that
evolve at a rather slow speed (e.g. city names and country names for geographical
data). As a first step, we will extend techniques of stable/burst topic detection from
the text mining field to identify slowly changing data in sources [Kle03; Fun+05;
Yin+13]. As a second step, given the large amount of data that would be poten-
tially subject to the materialization, we will use Big Data storage and processing
platforms, such as Apache Hadoop1 (Sqoop2, Pig3, Hive4, and Hbase5), to efficiently
manage selectively materialized data.

Analysis Efficiency. Another short-term objective consists of studying the ef-
ficiency of analyses on Unified Cubes according to different implementation alterna-
tives. Our current research focuses on the feasibility of decision-making on Unified
Cubes. In the near future, we plan to investigate the efficiency of unified analyses on
large-scale data. As a first step, we will study the scalability of analyses on Unified
Cubes with and without materialization. As a second step, we will compare the effi-
ciency of large-scales analyses according to different Big Data storage and processing
platforms.

Source Evolutions. A middle-term objective is to automatically synchronize
a Unified Cube with evolutions in the data sources. At the moment, updating an
existing Unified Cube is achieved only by rebuilding a new Unified Cube. One avenue
for future research would be the evolution management of sources to automatically
update effected elements in a Unified Cube. First, we will identify suitable techniques
for automatic detection of source evolutions in the context of Unified Cubes [Haa+05;
Cur+13]. Second, we will propose a process which automatically updates a Unified
Cubes according to source evolutions. Several update alternatives will be included in
the process, such as periodically carrying out updates, triggering an update after each
evolution in sources, or triggering an update only when some important evolutions
are detected.

1http://hadoop.apache.org/
2http://sqoop.apache.org/
3https://pig.apache.org/
4https://hive.apache.org/
5https://hbase.apache.org/
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Generalization of Data Unification. A long-term objective consists of gen-
eralizing our data unification solution to cover other types of data in the universe
of Big Data. This thesis has been primarily concerned with the unification of mul-
tidimensional data in the BI field and the Web of Data domain. Further research
should extend the data unification beyond the scope of multidimensional data to
support well-informed and efficient decision-making on streaming data, social media
data, geo-spatial data, mobile device data, and so on. We will study (i) a generic
unification process to transform a vast variety of data into a understandable form
for decision-makers and (ii) effective and efficient analytic computation of the data
processing.
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Appendix A

Frequently used SPARQL
queries and their algebraic
representation

Query 1
SELECT *
WHERE { ?s ?p ?o}

Algebraic representation
(BGP (TRIPLE ?s ?p ?o))

Query 2
SELECT ?s ?p
WHERE {?s ?p ?o}

Algebraic representation
(PROJECT(?s ?p) (BGP (TRIPLE ?s ?p ?o)))

Query 3
SELECT ?o1 ?o2
WHERE{?s ?p ?o1.
FILTER (?o1 < 5)
OPTIONAL {?s ?p2 ?o2
.
FILTER ( ?o2 > 10 ) }}

Algebraic representation
(PROJECT(?o1 ?o2) (FILTER (< ?o1 5)
(LEFTJOIN(BGP (TRIPLE ?s ?p ?o1)) (BGP
(TRIPLE ?s ?p2 ?o2)) (> ?o2 10))))

Query 4
SELECT ?s (COUNT(?o) as ?nb)
WHERE {?s ?p ?o}
GROUP BY ?s
HAVING (COUNT(?o) > 10)

Algebraic representation
(PROJECT(?s ?nb) (FILTER (> ?.0 10)
(EXTEND((?nb ?.0)) (GROUP (?s) ((?.0
(COUNT ?o))) (BGP (TRIPLE ?s ?p ?o))))))
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